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UK's CentennialProgram
To Hear Festival Report
SPECIAL TO FULTON NEWS
PROM UNIV. ef KY.

•

Eleven Kentucky women from
communities throughout the state
will head a special panel discussing
lam unique role of the American
Woman in today's changing society
whea a *Pedal Cesteasial materiels* is held Oct. UM at the University of Kentucky.
Mrs. Paul Westphding will be
a panelist. Mrs. Westpheling has
been asked to
Inon
ternational 2aa Feidval, outHoist the stance of the event's
International relations program as
well as the community's ability to
stage such a mammoth undertaking.
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Prom

Jo's
otebook

•

It won't be too long before the
1985 Banana Festival will be orderly relegated to the most pleasant
annals of Fulton's history. The
store decorations, gay pennants,
hospitality booths, and office records are being carefully catalogued and filed away until plans got
into motion for next year's event,
which will be as soon as a new
board of directors is named and
new officers selected from the
board.
The attractive cabanas that housed so many interesting exhibits
have been dismantled and stored
away so that next year it will be
no problem to erect them again,
much earlier we hope! The tilephone has been disconnected at
Festival headquarter* and Connie
Pawiukiewics, the efficient, the
calm, the understandiag executive
secretary will speed the vent several days writing dank you Whirs
to the many people and argeodssGone who helped to maks the Festival the suecesellmit it lies been
•
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.
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There are those who will criticise
some of the activities in less than
constructive terms, but everybody
who worked untiringly to stage the
event has a stock remark for the
criticism. They say: "Okay, you
might be right . .. bow about taking over next year and doing the
job like yott think it ought to be
done." That almost stops 'em cold,
because usually the people who
complain about such thinss are
those who took no part in the work
of the Festival at all.
Meanwhile back to normal living!
Currently the students in the
schools around us are writing their
annual essays in the CourierJournal's Water Conservation Contest. The story goes that one student at Fulton High told his teacher:
"I'm going to write about Goldwater . . . he's a Conservationist!"
Ever since R. Paul has been away
at Bellarmine College in Louisville
we have tried to talk with him
about every ten days. Last Sunday
If I had not had Mary Jo and Paul
as witnesses to the telephone conversation I believe that I would've
pinched myself to see if I were
alive. I asked how he was getting
along with his studies, his leisure
hours, his new-found friends.
"Fine," he replied. "There was a
mixer at Catherine Spalding College last night, but I just went for
a few minutes because I had a lot
of ironing to do."
That's what the boy said . . he
actually said that. .. the other two
members of the family heard him
with their little ole ears. I vaguely
remember hearing a similar remark on the Sunday after the Festival when R. Paul was here with a
delightful young fellow by the name
of Dick Zular (I think that's the
way you spell the last name.) It
seems like I heard R. Paul call upstairs to Dick saying that Dick
could have the iron because he (R.
Paul) was finished ironing his shirt.
I dismissed the whole conversation
as the delirium from Festival fatigue. But it was true, it was, it
wits. They both ironed their shirts
before going to church and there
was One in the kitchen big as life.
In another conversation we were
asking him about his finances as
we tried to analyze the adequacy
of his monthly allotment. When
asked for a hasty accounting he
said: "Well, there's Tide, and
clorox and bus fare to the launderette." Here's a guy who wouldn't
walk to the Derby Cafe from home,
fesatiasod on per. esght)

Part of the university's /beatennial celebration; the conference will
explore the education, problems,
the image and responsibilities of
women in American society today.
*makers will discuss a wide
range at topics including moral attitudes tewird the population explosion, myths of femininity, women's expectations, and women's
education needs in the next 50
years.
The conference is open to the
public.
The panel session, set for Tuesday morning, Oct. at, is part of a
series of discussions and lectures
planned for the conference entitled
"Women: Equal But Different."
Additionally, six out-of-state persons in the fields of 'education,
medicine and homemaking, all of
whom have had wide professional
experience tailored to the confer
ewe topic, are to participate in the
conference.
Kentucky women, chosen because
their lives ire successful examples
of adapting to a multi-role existence, are: Mrs. James Alien, Washington, conservator of history and
heritage; Mrs. Barnett Bale, Elizabethtown, poet and literary critic,
Mrs. Dann Byck, Louisville, civic,
cultural, political and business
leader; Miss Betty Lester, Wendover, Frontier Nursing Service,
and Mrs. Marry Caudill, Whitesburg, housewife;
Miss Rossi Drummond, a Berea
CoMege graduate, vocational representative, Peace Corps, Washington, D. C.; Dr. Louise Hutchins,
Berea, planned parenthood director; Mrs. William Ray Miller,
Quicksand, teacher; Mrs. Story
Musgrave, LindiStan, housewife;
Mrs. Byron Tapp, Waverly, home
economist; Mrs. Paul Westpheling,
Felton, civic leader.
Other out-of-state conference lecturers include Ethel Nash, assistant professor of preventive medicine, Bowman Gray School of Medleine, Winston Salem, N. C.; Dratenenth and Ellen Keniston, Yale
Medical School's department of
peychelogy; Caryl Kline, assistant
to the chancellor fee women's education, University of Pittsbure;
June Csmoron, school board preeident and housewife, Mt. Lebanon,
Pa., and Dr. Kate Kroner Mueller,
professor of higher education. Indiana University.
Other Kentuckians on the CODlettuce program are Mrs. Barry
ale„ Mrs. Elise(Continued on Pore jeeht)
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Rev. Dukes In
UK Conference
For Economics
The Rev. Denzel L. Dukes of the
First Baptist Church, Fulton, participated in an economic conference
sponsored by the Kentucky Clergy
Economic Education Foundation
and the University -of Kentucky.
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City Commission
Putten's beautiful new library, made possible through a $30,000 grant by Governor Breathitt and additional support. by the Fulton Library Board, The Fulton
with hundreds
Stocked
member of the Library Board.
and labor governmental units was discussed at the Fungi\ Woman's Club meeting last Friday by Mrs. Arch Huddleston, a
Ecuador,
while
Miss
Ballesteros,
of now voleases She library'sien-Wfil be eneneill N inibetibilk.Shown above are four Fulton students whe showed the new library to Patricia
Beatles.
ned lie*ty
the lamely lady leered the library during Ike moos* li*arsana Festival. From left to right are: Chavyrthiderweed, Miss Deflowers's, Jody.Otiver; Judy L.embeirt

Four Countless Join
Fraternities Al MC

Four Fulton County student* have
ticipate in community programs. pledged to social fraternities at
He responded with enthusiasm and the Usionweity of Kentucky.
hard work.
Fralsselity fe no& 1111111 open to
The hundreds, even thousands of all UK ism VOW had emplated 13
employees of the Siegel plant past semester haws or mom will 2.1
and present, considered him a close grade swamp or -bedier, blood
and personal friend. The comment on a 4.1 grading oaks&
of one of them summed up the es- The le t
traterallite pledged
teem in which Jim was held when 25e uppetelasenoon and
treader
the employee said: "There will be
desist the rush wild.
other managers, but there will New *admen may be pledged durnever be another Jim Hun*. He ing the spring semester.
was our boss, but he was also the
The students and their chosen
best friend we ever had."
fraternities are: Robert Wad BusJim was an exemplary courier to hart, son of Dr. and Mrs. R. W.
fulfill the generous philanthrophies Huebert, 407 Third, and
Teddy
of the Siegel family. If it can he Ralph Barclay, eon of Mr aild
said that a man lived without an If111. J. B. Barclay, Route 4, both
enemy, it was Jim Huffine. It is of Fulton, Sigma Alpha Epsilon;
Ironic that he was alone at the Richard Lynn Major, son of Mr.
time of his tragic death, for Jim and Mew. If. B. Major, Route 4,
loved to be around people and peo- Fulton, Lambda Chl Alpha; James
ple enjoyed having him around, WoOdward Tipton, son of Mr. and
Mrs. W. C. Tipton, Hickman, Pi
too.
The twin cities have lost a good Kappa Alpha.
and loyal friend and a devoted pub- Bombast and Barclay both graduated from Fulton High School and
lic servant.
are sophomores in ate College of
(Continued on Page Eight)
Arts and Sciences at UK.
Major is a sophomore in the College of Agriculture at UK and Tipton is a junior in the College of
Engineering. Both graduated from
Fulton County High School.

Calvin Wray Dies
In Akron Tuesday

Calvin Wray, a former resident of
near Pilot Oak, died Tuesday
night in Akron, Ohio, Jackson Brothers Funeral home advised the
News at press time on Wednesday.
No information was available concerning Mr. Wray's death.

Feneral arrangements will be
announced when the funeral home
Approximately 50 ministers of all returns the body here.
faiths attended the four-day meeting held at Boone Tavern, Berea.
Ministers are selected by the heads
of the denominational churches to
participate and receive scholarships
to cover all costs.
Economic problems from the
point of view of labor, management
and agriculture were discussed. It
was pointed out in the discussions
that clergymen, through sermons
and counseling, are responsible for
helping citizens to develop understandings of today'l economic order—its nature, problems and potentialities.
It was also decided that to do this
satisfactorily, clergymen need to
understand current economic issues.

Aileron/us
Margaret 1.Center
ffiesValve/she of
Library
Lexington, 87.fterituckY

Grant From Governor Breathitt Makes New Library Possible

Death of Jim Huffine Recalls His
Friendly Nature, Civic Devotion
James H. Huffine Jr., manager
of the H. I. Seigel garment fattory
at South Fulton, was fatally injured about 5 p. m. Saturday when his
car rammed a bridge rail on Interdate 40 between Dickson and Nashville.
The Highway Patrol placed the
scene of the accident about 11 miles
east of Dickson. Jim was alone in
his car and there were no other
vehicles involved.
The South Fulton man reportedly
was en route to Naslavillo where he
planned to attend the AlabamaVanderbilt football game. He was
48.
Jim Huffine was one of the
friendliest most likeable men we
ever knew. His loyalty and dedication to the giant garment firm by
which he was employed made it
appear a completely local industry
because of Jim's concerted public
relations activities. He was interested in everything of a worthwhile
civic nature in the twin cities and
was called upon frequently to par-

-7.cnoNs
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Missionary Union To
Hold Quarterly Meet

The Fulton County Associational
Woman's Missionary Union will
hold their quarterly' meeting Monday, October 18, 7:30 P. M. at the
Crutchfield Baptist Church.
•

Red Devils and Bulldogs Giving
Opponents Rough Time On Field
If the Fulton Bulldogs intended
to "show out" last Friday night at
Memorial Field they certainly accomplished their mission.
The Bundogs played like they
were inspired and their flawless
performance was a delight to the
large home-coming crowd that attended.
Scoring seven touchdowns, four
extra points, pies a field goal, the
Bulldogs dominated play in every
department and held Greenfield,
to a mere 50 yards rushing, while
they picked up 292 yards on the
ground. It was a great team effort.
Cited for outstanding defensive
play in the contest were Wayne
Lohaus, Loyd Bond, Robert Thurmond, Ronnie Bennett, Eddie Williamson, Mike Butts and Buddy
Myers.
Fulton made 14 first downs, while
the Yellowjackets failed to make
a first down. Fulton completed five
out of seven passes, while Greenfield did not complete a pass in
five tries.
The Bulldogs now have two wins
against four losses. They play Fort
Campbell Saturday at 2 p. m. there.
The entire squad saw action in
the game hest night, with the fresh-

You Can't See A Sports Event
Without A Forrest, That's Sure
(Ed's Note: We saw "Bones"
Forrest in the grocery store the
other day and asked him if he
wasn't proud of the way the Forrest family was making sports
headlines again. ROMPS replied:
"Which one?" We had reference
to David Forrest who did right
well in Fulton's home-coming
game last Friday at Memorial
Field, but now we can understand
the remark Boors made. Charlie
Forrest also made headlines last
week as is indicated in the following story that appeared in Samday's Louisville Courier-Journal.
It follows.)

Guest speaker will be Miss Sidney Portia, 'YWA Director, of the
MOREHEAD, KY.—Tricky CharState WMU office, Middletown, lie Forrest, a ball-handling wizard
Kentucky.
at quarterback, kept Murray on
the ground in the second half and
drove the Racers to a 1342 college
Let's Get An Industry
football vcitory over Morehead.

The slight-of-hand treatment
spoiled homecoming festivities for
9,000 fans who saw Morehead
dominate the first half on the pinpoint passing of Mike Gottfried.
But the Eagles could never put to
gether two first downs in a row
in the second half until the final
three minutes.
Bill Giannini, a pre-med student
who sizzles in the classroom, collared both Murray touchdowns and
gained 109 yards in 21 carries in
his finest-ever performance. Gottfried, the passingest quarterback in
the Ohio Valley Conference last
season, reached the end zone on a
sneak and hurled 22 yards for the
other Eagles touchdown.
Extra-point strategy proved decisive.
Forrest converted to give hitirray
a 7-0 lead in the second period.
Tom Merry's place kick 'Welt wide
(Continued on Page tight)

man and sophomores playing most
of the second half.
Meanwhile, South Fulton's Red
Devils wrapped up their fifth win
of the season when they defeated
Fulton Comity 40-13 last Thursday
night at South Fulton athletic field
before a large crowd of local and
Fulton County fans.
Fulton County, coached by Jeff
Lester, a former Fulton city teacher, played a good game, but the
Red Devils stayed hot on the trail
of Lester's team.
South Fulton meets Sharon Friday night in a home game.
South Fulton's victory last Thursday gives them a record of five
wins against one loss for the season.

South Fulton
Honor Roll Is
Released Today
Officials of South Fulton elementary and high schools are today
announcing the honor students for
the first six weeks term. They are
as follows:
12TH GRADE
All A's — Nancy Cunningham,
Dee Barnard. Dickie Gossum, Teresa Pennington, Denise Barnes,
Mollie Alexander, Jim Conner,
Susan Burrow and Linda Holland.
3.5 average — Brenda Clinard,
Paula Whitlock, Brenda Archer,
Donnie Parr, Meths Tegethoff,
Linda Nanney.
11TH GRADE

Henderson Is
Commended In
FBI Retirement
"The Bureau has lost one of its
long-time and most efficient men,"
is the commendation Charles Henderson received upon his retirement from the Seattle office of the
Federal 'Bureau of Investigation
after 25 years of service. A native
of Fulton, Henderson is the son of
Mr. and Mrs. Brooks Henderson of
Country Club Courts, and a graduate of Fulton High School.
He received his LLB degree from
Cumberland College and graduated
from National University of Law,
Branch of George Washington,
completing the Master's Degree in
Law.
After admittance to the Kentucky
Bar, he worked with a private law
firm prior to an appointment as a
Special Agent for the F. B. I. in
1989.
Since 1939 he has been connected
with the investigations and convictions of many important cases of
law enforcement, having served hi
the offices of Los Angeles, Omaha,
Memphis and the Seattle office,
where he has served and resided
for the past 20 years.
He and his wife, Patricia, and
thetr three children will continue to
reside at 1781 92nd street, Bellevue,
Washington.
Von Lead Stems First

All A's — Christina McKineey
and Jane Graves.
3.5 average — Steve Green, Diane Foster.
10TH GRADE
An A's — Karen Taylor, Charles
Wirer and Dana Puckett.
3.5 average—Bettie Pruett, Pam
Netherland and Lane Douglas.
9TH GRADE
All A's — Marilyn Moss.
3.5 average — Peggy Connell,
Janice Bell, David Hicks, Patricia
Holladay and Susan Tegethoff.
STH GRADS
All A's — Jan Clement, Richard
Connaughton, Dianne Frields, Jerry
Kiestler, Janet Taylor, Pat Adams,
Bonita Burrow, Amanda Newton,
Deborah Tharp.
3.5 average — Carmen Gardiner,
Mike Moss, Robert Neeley, Orvel
Carter. Connie Frields, John Douglas, Jackie Wood.
7TH GRADE
All A's — Jackie Nellie, Mike
McKinney, Tommy Taylor.
3.5 average — Mike Bragg, Gary
Jetton, Terry Johnson, David Pucket, Penelope Winston, Eche Maynard, Deborah Hodges.
6TH GRADS
All A's — Paul Johnson.
3.5 average — Larry Jamison,
Martha Moore, Jane Green, We
Townsend, Mary Jane Cannon,
Bobby Joe Moss, Stephenia itz
David Newton, Mike Milner,
Hutchens.

.4011

If Hickman Or Another City Needs Recommendation
For City Manager Government, Ask Festival Folks!
The citizens of Hickman, Kentucky will vote in a referendum 011
November 2 to decide whether to
change from the councilmanic to the
city manager form of government.
We recall that when this question was
put before the voters here there was
sharp opposition to the change-over,
and there may still be, for all we
know, but we feel now as we did
when we supported the issue several
years ago that it is the most efficient,
most economical, most progressive
form of government in this country.
Now that some of the "kinks"
have been smoothed over since the
inception of the program., the city
manager forms of government in both
Fulton, Kentucky and South Fulton,
Tennessee are exemplary models of
efficiency, administered like progressive private businesses and free of all
the petty intrigues that prevail when
local office-holders have to make
routine decisions concerning water
leaks, alley boundaries, garbage collections and other such time-consuming matters.
Having been rather actively engaged in staging the recent, highly
successful Banana Festival, we can
say without fear of contradiction that
had it not been for the city officials,
the city managers and every last one
of the city employees in both cities
the Festival never would have gotten
off the ground.
Nobody, but nobody knows, how
City Managers Rollin Shaw and
Henry Dunn, Jr. and their respective
maintenance foremen W. D. Powers
and James Hickman worked in every
major and minor detail to coordinate
the civic activities of the Festival. Of
course, all of these men had the full
sanction of their elected officials to
help wherever they were needed and
they did, night and day, in good weather and bad, in pleasant and unpleasant tasks, in related and unrelated
duties to their municipal jobs.
In the city-manager form of government such progressive and vitally
interested public officials like Mayor
Gilbert DeMyer and Commissioners
W. P. Burnette, Bill Scott, Charles
Robert Bennett and Ward Johnson of
Fulton and Mayor Rex Ruddle and
Commissioners John Reeks and Harry
Allison of South Fulton, give the
"full speed ahead sign" to the city

EACH ISSUE OP THE NEWS is completely recorded on microfilm at the University
of Kentucky library as a permanent and
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managers to build a greater city and
take part in every worthwhile civic
endeavor.
From then on the city managers
take over and from then on it is a
most happy partnership. There was
never a day that bosh city managers
and both maintenance chiefs did not
walk into Festival headquarters and
ask what could be done to help. They
didn't ask what kind of job ... they
just followed through on the requests
made of them and even improved upon them when they realized the tremendous amount of detail that was
contingent upon the headquarters
staff.
This is not to say that the councilmanic form of government could not
operate equally as efficiently. But it
is to say that the city manager form of
government is just that... managing
the myriad of details for the elected
officials, who serve with little pay
and who can ill afford to take the
time away from their respective businesses to attend to the constant demands made upon city administrations.
It's like so many of us said so
many times during the Festival that
"there must be a special place in
heaven for the city officials, the city
managers, the maintenance men and
every last city employee of Fulton
and South Fulton for the work they
did during the Festival."
And don't think our visitors
didn't notice this efficiency too! Particularly do we remember the comments made by United States Ambassador to Ecuador Wimberly Coerr
and Mrs. Coerr and Minister-Counselor for Economic Affairs of Ecuador
Gustavo Pont as we drove them
around the city during their visits
here. Said they: "What a clean and
bustling city... the streets are clean
. . . the parking is efficient . . . the
town seems alive with activity."
This didn't come about by happenstance. It came about because our
city manager forms of government
are efficient and cooperative and
that's an accomplishment you don't
find everywhere. As far as we're concerned we feel much like the cigarette
commercial . . . "we'd rather fight
than switch to any other form of government for our twin cities."

Juvenile Crimes Decrease When Publicity Is Given
For what it is worth, a Tennessee weekly, the Clinton CourierNews, reports that "the number of
felonies involving juveniles has decreased by 40 percent in county outside Oak Ridge since court was opened to news media." The weekly has
made it a practice for a year to publish the names and addresses of juvenile offenders and their parents or
guardians. This policy has been applied to all juveniles convicted more
than once for minor traffic violations

STRICTLY BUSINESS

and to those convicted on any othei
charge.
The Courier-News reports that
the 40 percent decrease "came in the
area served largely by the Clinton
Courier-News. In Oak Ridge where
the local paper does not print the
names of all juveniles, the decrease
in felonies was 12 percent and there
was a marked increase (16 percent)
in traffic offenses, while in the county
the number of traffic offenses dropped nearly 30 percent." Judge W. Buford Lewallen commented in a Courier-News-story, "While I can't be sure
that publication of names is responsible for this remarkable decrease, I believe that it has served to make parents more cognizant of what their
children are doing."
When asked if he thought the
publication of names of offenders
might encourage the more sensationseeking youngsters to commit crimes
as their names would be published,
the judge said, "That has been charged by several people and there hasn't
been much evidence to support it. I
have had parent after parent and
child after child ask me to keep their
names out of the paper and I know
the Courier-News has had similar requests. Of course, we can't leave out
even one name."
ACTION
The firefly only shines when on
the wing so it is with the mind; when
we rest we darken.
—Gamaliel Bailey
Be active, and, however slow,thy
success is sure: toil is triumph.
— Mary Baker Eddy

foot pole, for they suggested plain,
country, 10/116.11610 boorish folk;
MI* Oft allege OW to it that she
MI lb.Ilaapireadie that she was of
far higher status. Both good old
greens—ballet to dozens of genera*Pis living and dead—seed no
*play am.
I just lure to walk down the line
In a big-oily cafeteria and see bow
many people, obviously of country
, sometimes, but not necesrabio
Z
so, choose as one of their
s greens, especially the
prince of all the greens, turnip
gleans. Sometimes I love to hear
them very people call the dish
turnip sallet, accidentally or on
purpose.
In Fidelity, and around Mani-

moth Cave, too, people used to look
dove their sass at Cottage theme.
Ow beat FldelitY nal,p for it was
poor-dellt ehesee. We bit that when
milk was sour and had had the
butter removed or the cream skimmed off the top of the clabber, me
rest was pig food and nothing else.
Not long ago, in a wayside eating
place where hundreds of tourists
stop, one of the managers told gas
that cottage cheese was the item
most often ordered as a single dish
by hungry people, especially In the
afternoon.
And she agreed with me that
there was nothing better to eat in
the whole place in spite of her and
my having been reared without
cottage cheese.

LET'S LOOK
IT OVER

,74aztrad.to
Dackm.

By Gov.Edward T.Breathitt
Illommak•••

FROM THE FILES:-

Turning Back The Clock-October 12. 1945
The Fulton Chamber of Commerce, in a meeting last week,
brought into focus the community's
Mention upon the flooding of Harris Fork Creek, which inundates
much of the business district every
now and then. Definite help has
been assured from the States of
Kentucky and Tennessee, as well
as from the Illinois Central Railroad.
All rural people of Fulton County
are urged to sign up Saturday,
October 13, at the Hickman-Tulton
Counties RECC in Hickman, for
electric service on their farms.

they hope to continue in the grocery
business.
From Route 5, Fulton: Herman
Ilatheny came home Monday for a
visit with his mother, Mrs. Nola
Matheny, and other relatives and
friends. He has an honorable discharge and will enter Vanderbilt
University after Christmas, to
finish his delayed education.
From Crutchfield: Richard Myatt
has purchased the home of Herschel
Elliott, which was bought several
weeks ago by Mr. and Mrs. Ray.
ford Duke. All will move in the
near future.

From Austin Springs: S. 3c Lucian H. Abernathy, Jr. arrived a
Mayor
with
Fulton City Council,
few days ago from Bainbridge, Md.,
T. T. Boaz presiding, met in regu- naval base where be has just finlar session Monday night. Action ished "boot" training. Upon his
e city dads to turn
s
was=
home, he was united in
on again in Ful- arrival
the
marriage to Miss Imogene Jackson,
ton. During the war the stop lights daughter of Fran* Jackson of Lynnhave been cut out for the purpose ville. The wedding was solemnized
of aiding in the conservation of in Mayfield.
gasoline. Traffic lights are located
at the corner of Fourth and Lake
From Dukedom Route 2: Mr.
Street Extension, State Line and
and Mrs. Sam Hunter have moved
Carr at intersection, Fourth and back to our community from NashEddings intersection, and Church
ville. We are glad to have them
Street and State Line intersection. bark and extend to them a hearty
welcome.
New officers installed by the
Young Men's Business Club at their
From West State Line: Miss
meeting Tuesday night were: J. R. Katherine Worrell is suffering from
Hogan, president; Carter Olive, bruises received in a car wreck
vice president; Donald Hall, secre- Thursday night. Mrs. Ruby Hayes,
tary; Paul Bushart, assistant sec- who was also in the wreck, is still
retary: B. J. Pigue, treasurer; M. in the Fulton Hospital.
E. Etheridge, sergeant-at-arms;
Foad Homra, Joe Flail, P. H. Shel.The Cayce Community Cannery
ton and Eugene Hoodenpyle, di- made much progress in the month
rectors.
of September in processing food.
345 quarts of vegetables were proFrom Route 3, Fulton; Oley cessed in glass, 88 quarts of meat
in glass, 1040 No. 2 cans of fruit,
Hendley and wife returned from
Detroit and moved to their new 5090 No. 3 cans vegetables, also
home, Will Arnett's Store, where 470 No. 3 cans of meat

Th
people
nations
of just
munity
clippin
coverai
and fro
ished
an eve
ent ext
rent re
will no
Wende
efforts.

•••..,assmai
"The staff walked out — you didn't say a pleasant
'Hello' this morning."

The N

will buy a total of $738 million
FRANKFORT - • worth of new and improved roads
on
proposed
issue
bond
The state
which Kentuckians will vote No- for Kentucky.
In' more detail, that portion of
vember 2 is as simple as this:
—For the $176 million in bonds the bond issue to be used in road
issued as the result of a "yes" ma- building will make possible an apjority, the State will be able to con- propriation each year of some $14
struct highways and buildings cost- million for the Appalachian program—with the Federal Governing more than $960 million.
ment putting up seven times that
—The Commonwealth's continued amount.
any
without
alone,
economic growth
It also would enable the State to
increase in either the tax rate or
the tax base, will assure adequate, put up about $15 million for the
annual revenue to retire the bonds. primary system and the Federal
Some $139 million, about 78 per secondary system, the so-called
cent of the proposed bond money, farm-to-market roads. This money
will be used to continue Kentucky's would be matched dollar for dollar
road-building program. The remain- by the Federal Government.
The State also could appropriate
ing 22 per cent is earmarked for
the construction of needed state about $10 million each year for the
Interstate highway system, with the
building projects.
With dedication of the new, 72- Federal Government contributing
mile Bluegrass Parkway scheduled $0 for each $1 of state money. The
for October 27, and in view of the system could thus be completed
recent announcement of plans for a on schedule, in 1972.
It should be pointed out here that
major highway through South Central Kentucky to the Tennessee the Federal Government requires
line, my thoughts currently are on all Interstate and Appalachia*
mileage to be under contract by
roads.
The State has issued general ob- 1970.
One thins that must be rememligation bonds twice during the last
nine years to finance Kentucky's bered in weighing dm advisability
share of the Interstate Highway of the bond how Is that the Met et
highway construction is rising at
Program,
Had bonds not been approved for the rate of three per cent a year.
construction of these modern high- 'Mal coot increase in the last 10
ways that contribute so greatly to years has been 11.3 per cent.
Kentucky must provide new, big
Kentucky's economic growth, it
would have taken the State—under roads to centime to attract new
present tax structurei—until 1977 business and industry and tourists,
to build the roads that are now in and to provide safer, and more elio
mica)travel for all.
use.
Nearby dates are in the midst apt
In outlining plans for the South
Central Kentucky highway extend- ambitious highway development
ing south to Tennessee from the programs and we must meet *Mr
Bluegraes Parkway, Commissioner challenge or be by-passed. Ohio has
of Highways Henry Ward pointed voted a $500 million isms; West
out that its financing would tie di- Virginia has a $200 million prorectly into passage of the hood gram, and North Carolina approved one for $300 million.
issue.
Education, health, welfare, agriSo, also, directly or indirectly,
will be the financing of other roads culture, parks, airports, are some
of the divisions of State governand highways.
The $139 million of the general ment that will benefit from the 07
obligation bond issue proposed for million remaining of the 076 milbuilding highways, with $397 mil- lion bond issue. I plan to discuss
lion in matching money available these and Kentucky's need for them
from the Federal Government, in future columns.
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Add a toireh of color to your bedroom.

!Ws

Tid Bits

Subtract:
running,
walking,
climbing,
rushing,
and
getting up
at night.

MI

of Kentucky Folklore
A TATER ON THE SPOUT
We old-timers used coal-oil long
before we knew it was kerosene;
many of us still feel a little biggity
when we say kerosene or hear
some other back-country-bred people say it. When we went to the
store at Fidelity on Saturday afternoon, we sometimes took along
an empty coal-oil can to get a new
supply. When the merchant had
turned the spigot on the coal-oil
barrel and filled our can, he obligingly stuck a small potato on the
spout to keep the snielly liquid
from spilling all over our clothes
or on our mule as we rode back
home. The same custom was kept
up as long as coal-oil was a standard item in country stores; I have
had many a can delivered to me
by the delivery boy from the
grocer, and every time the spout
had the necessary potato. As I
told many articles back, my wife
needed a quart of coal-oil for some
special cleaning she was doing; I
fairly bounced into the car and
went after that good old standby.
I have forgotten now, but I must
have visited five or six stores and
garages before I found even one
drop of coal-oil. One of the supermarket managers told me that he
used to keep 500 gallons as a 9ort
of emergency supply but that he
had not bought or sold a gallon in
ten years.
And then there is that potato,
ruined with the coal-oil smell and
taste. It would seem that, with so
many taters saved now, the price
of spuds would be away darn. Cer-

tainly_our town once used dozens
to puren coalAll cans. But the
humble,. tater Is far from humble
now. If a typical housewife could
see, on a coal-oil can, some of the
taters that I have seen in just such
spots, she might want to call out
the riot squad to prevent such
waste. We used to accept potatoes
as a sort of filler, especially for
growing children, who have such
unfillable tummies. Try buying potatoes now for a family of, say,
six boys. Unless you have grown
some potatoes in your own garden
and guarded them with your own
life, you would soon find yourself
bankrupt. The lowly potato, lineal
descendant of the very ones that
might wind up on a coal-oil can,
is now served in the ritziest eating
places, sometimes with a flourish,
and why not? If you get a big potato with your meal, and butter or
sour-cream it up properly, you can
somewhat salve your conscience for
teing so extravagant. In older
(Imes I saw hundreds of potatoes
rejected at digging or grabbling
time because they were so small;
and now it make me hungry and
somewhat shame-faced to think
about having wasted such valuable
food,
Away hack in the earliest days of
the column I stuck out my neck
and praised turnip greens and have
been justified by the doctors and
other people who like to talk about
what we should eat.
One of the elderly ladies, of that
long-ago time, would not have
touched turnip greens with a ten-
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knew were also here for the weeklong event. Charlie did us a real
Th. N•ws Upsets. •
on the West Coast.
honor to come by the house for a are somewhere
they hadn't had a
that
said
Ernest
few minutes just to let us know
years and this
two
in
vacation
that he was here. He's one of our
seemed a good time to take one.
a
inset
with
lace
dress
wool
and
apvery
we
favorite
people
beige
a
Church,
Gethsemane Methodist
We agree! While in sunny CaliforAbout Peoplo and Things
Houston, Texas, was the setting on around neckline and lace sleeves. preciated his visit.
they will visit with the Joe
nia
Friday, October 5, 1965, at 2:80 Her accessories were beige and she
Davis, juniors in Sacramento and
of
varying
bouquet
shades
a
carried
p. m. for the marriage of Miss
The week's mail brought a card then take in other parts of the State
The Third International Banana Festival brought Mary Jill Trolinger and Glynn F. of red and pink roses.
Mr. and Mrs. Earl Bard, Route 2,
from
Florence and Frank Beadles Including that wonderful city of
people to the twin cities from all walks of life. State and Bushart, Jr.
Dr. Bushart serf7ed his son as postmarked Paris, France. 'Flor- San Francisco. How lucky can you Water Valley, Kentucky, will celenational government officials, diplomats and thousands
The bride is the daughter of Mr. best man. Ushers were the groom's ence advised that they were having get. They'll be gone about two brate their Golden Wedding anniversary with an open-house bebrother, Duncan Busbart, and the
of just plain people were loud in their praise of our com- and Mrs. Thomas Trolinger, 9526 brides cousin, Darwin M. Jones, a wonderful time with a lot of other weeks, so they say.
tween the hours of 2 and 5 p. m.
Texas.
with
Houston,
whom
Electric
folks
General
Meadowbriar,
munity effort. For months to come we will be receiving Miss Trolinger attended Texas of Houston.
next Sunday, October 17, at their
they had traveled before. She
A note from Sally McAdoo of home.
international
and
national
a
bride
wore
the
the
of
clippings and reports
also said that Switzerland would Union City asks us to look around
Christian University of Ft. Worth, The mother of
Mr. and Mrs. Bara were married
with dark grey be a good place to rest after the for some local lassies who would
coverage our Festival received, from former residents Texas and was a member of Delta knit suit of oyster
Mayffeld on October 17, 1915, at
at
Her
was
hat
beads.
seed
that
Of
the
of
Festival.
and
pressure
Sorority.
trim
like to attend a perfectly beautiful
and from discriminating people who were almost aston- Gamma
grey mink and her accessories we have no doubt . . but we 'd girls' camp next summer. The fold- the Presbyterian manse, with Rev.
Dr.
of
son
the
is
Mr.
Bushart
ished that a community the size of ours could stage such Glynn F. Bushart of Fulton and were oyster. Her corsage was vary- even take Pea Ridge if we had the er Sally sent us about Camp Merri- 0. T. Barbee officiating.
Mrs. Bard is the daughter of thl
time to rest.
mac in the Blue Ridge Mountains is
an event demanding such detailed planning and effici- Mrs. Leanora Bushart of Hickman, ing shades of pink roses.
late Mr. and Mrs. Paul Monroe
of the groom,
step-mother
The
there
go
to
like
we'd
enticing
so
at
employed
presently
is
He
Ky.
.
Another of the Fulton Hardware
ent execution.
Mrs. Glynn P. Bushart, wore a knit and Furniture Company staff will ourselves. High in the Swannonoa Copeland of Wingo, and Mr. Bart
the YMCA in Houston.
Two well known columnists have devoted their curis the son of the late Mr. and Mrs.
with
gray
trim.
self
dark
of
be winging overseas soon when Guy Valley, so the folder says, the camp
The bride was given in marriage suit
rent releases to our Festival. Elsewhere in this issue you by her father. She wore a white Her hat was black feathers and her Upton and his wife take off for a is an inspiration for achievement. John Farr Bard.
The couple has two sons, Leon
black. Her shouldwill notice that Kentucky Commissioner of Agriculture silk suit with cowl neckline and accessories were
visit to Rome, Italy. You notice that Camps like Merri-Mac usually fill Earl and John Paul; four grandvarying
in
also
was
corsage
er
starts,
we put the countries after these up long before the summersending
Wendell Butler, who attended the Festival, praised our three-quarter length sleeves. Her shades of pink roses.
children, James, Shirley and Susan
don't want you to 80 if you're thinking about
we
.
.
cities
hat was white net trimmed with a
Immediately after the wedding a think it's Paris, Tenn. or Rome, your daughter to camp next year, Bard and Mrs. Sandy Johnson, also
efforts.
white velvet bow and lace flowers.
reception was held at the home of Ga. Frank and Guy were awarded better take our advice and get in two great granddaughters, Renee
Her accessories were white, and
Another columnist, world travelBard and Vanessa Johnson. All
is pub- she carried a bouquet of white the bride's parents.
that
and
follows
that
nmn
the fabulous trips as a result of touch with Sally McAdoo right live near Water Valley except Mrs.
er, international diplomat and amtrip
wedding
short
a
KenFollowing
in
newspapers
many
lished in
their large volume of sales of par- away.
roses and orchids.
baaaador of goodwill and charm,
Johnson and Vanessa, who live in
Mr. and Mrs. Bushart will be at ticular products handled by the
tucky and the Nation.
Mrs. John Sherman Cooper, wife
Paducah.
Miss Susan Carol Trolinger was home at 5E20 Caroline, Apt. 15,
column. We reprint it
Bushart
Glynn
F.
Mrs.
her
and
Dr.
Here's
pioneer Fulton firm.
of the United States Senator from
No formal invitations are being
hes sister's maid of honor and wore Houston, Texas.
and son, Duncan, returned from
with gratitude and pleasure.
Kentucky, devoted her column this
sent,
but all friends and relatives
Houston, Texas, Sunday. where
week to the Festival with glowing
are invited to attend the celebraTraveling Fultonians also include
Gentlemen, have you was the Banana Festival con- was having great trouble with my
and
Ladies
tribute to its success and signifition.
(Continued From Page Four)
ever been to the Banana Festival in
in hair became,;lest my hat, and Ernest and Elva Fall who by now
cance to furthering the cause of Fulton, Kentucky, and South Ful- ceived . . . A tropical festival
who
was
The
Fields,
busy
North
Olene
of
America.
Mrs.
heart
the
•
friendly relations with our Latinton, Tennessee? If not, please take first Festival is history . . . a with all the North and South
American friends.
go
and
advice
correspondent's
your
fabulous success brought to the American princesses, took the trouMrs. Cooper, whose gracious and next year. This national event—and nation's attention by the famous ble to come to my room twice to
the
is
home
charming Georgetown
It is neDosal, I saw it listed as such news team of Huntley-Brinkley.
puff up my flagging head dress.
gathering place for the world's In a New York paper—is only three
There is a moral to the Banana
The President of the Banana Fes- Festival. If you get a good and bold
• notables in every field of endeavor years old. I will quote its history
told this reporter that she is going which I found in the program:
tival, Mrs. Paul Westphellng, is a idea and take trouble with it, you
to personally discuss the program
woman whose charm, ability, and can make it succeed.
Bananas are of the most im- Imagination enable her to stir
of our Festival with people who
P. S. I have had many letters
ought to know about it and who portant products in Fulton, Ky. everyone's interest and cooperarecipe for home
ought to help us stage it. This love- and South Fulton, Tenn. The tion. She forsaw that the Banana asking for my
Here is the recipe. We
ly lady made a great effort to at- popular tropical fruit comes in Festival would, in its own way, made bread.
Stone Ground whole
tend the Festival as did Senator rail cars from various Gulf ports create friendlier relations between use Elam's
from Broadview, nuCooper, whose travel schedule got where the huge banana boats un- the United States and the South wheat flour
so involved with weather hazards load. In the twin cities, every American countries who sell their nols.
WHEAT FLOUR BREAD
and transportation connections that rail car of bananas is checked bananas to this country: There were
2 cups milk
be just couldn't get here, although for temperature and condition, 34 students chosen for their abilities
iced or heated, as the weather by their countries' government, 2 tablespoons lard
• be was on his way.
1-4 cup sugar or molasses
Mrs. Cooper was here for the Fri- requires, and routed on to banana who stayed with Kentucky and
2 teaspoons salt
'day afternoon and evening events processors throughout mid-Amer- Tennessee families for the festivi41111118ffe
and ihr Selerdars parade. That ica and far into Canada. Over ties. A State Department official
1 cake compressed yeast
pounds
billion
half
she was plieasandy amazed at our three and one
1-4 cup lukewarm water
working in the Alliance for Proprogram is evidenced by her col- to bananas have passed through gress, said, "If more communities
4 2-3 cup whole wheat flour
these twin rides hi the past de- In America would devote their ef- Scald milk, stir in lard, sugar and
cade.
forts toward this type of people to salt and cool to lukewarm. Dissolve
These twin cities wanted to people approach to friendship and yeast in 1-4 cup warm water and
grew . .. such growth needed a understanding, those of us in the add. Stir in whole wheat flour.
demonstration of community State Department in Washington Cover bowl and let rise to double
Its volume. Knead 10 minutes and
spirit, and willingness to support would have our work simplified."
make into two small or one very
and cooperate with business and
Louisville
from
car
by
arrived
I
Industry of the area . the rum- and was greeted on the outskirts of large loaf. Set in warm place until
ble of banana cars reminded Fulton by three pretty young girls It has doubled its bulk. Bake for 50
ANDREWS
them of their most unique indus- in a Banana Information booth. minutes in moderately hot oven,
Jewelry Company
try . . . the Banana Crossroads Their gaiety gave one a preview of 365 degrees.
of America ... in such manner the whole festival. Both Fulton and
Governor Breathitt would have
South Fulton are small towns but
his Homecoming year
considered
I don't think any great city could
if he
have decorated and prepared for program a fabulous success
the
with
talk
to
able
been
bad
and
taste
more
with
their guests
to
came
who
visitors
of
thousands
originality. The main street bethe Festival. It is no exaggeration
the
towns,
called
two
the
tween
In Opseellen 61 Tsars
Avenue of the Americas, was gay to say that almost EVERY TWIN
came
with flags and booths that had ex- CITY HOME had guests who
• Large Display •
these
hibits of both American and Latin from the four corners of
festival
the
enjoy
• Well Lighted At Night •
to
States
United
Events
and
crafts.
arts
American
• Open Sunday Afternoons •
were scheduled for every moment events. Our dear friend Charlie
of the day. There was the world's Browder came from Duncan, Oklafirst Banana Golf Match featuring homa just to visit with a lot of his
Falk.
Bobby Nichols; also an InterJ. B. bUifESS & BOMB AD 5-1131103
pan na
American music fiesta with Cousin
Oressesill. Tom
Toney of TV fame, a Marimba 'Complete line of Hall41,
•
Band from Guatemala, and Latin
mark cards, tallies and
American singers and dancers.
playing cards
I went to a reception and dinner
attended by Governor Breathitt, 'Gifts in colored glassmany state officials from Tennesware, brass, Goldtone
Ank
see and Kentucky, and railroad
milkglass
and
men from all over the country, besides the very attractive West •Peppertte printed staKentuckians who are about the
tionery, calling cards
Created
most agreeable people I have ever
and notes
By Famous
met. After dinner 30 beautiful girls
frames
'Picture
Character
of
the
for
wearing the
honor
vied
Suburban
crown of the Banana Festival prin- 'Permanent flower arWear
cess. This show was put on with
rangements
great style and included music and
flower ar'Fresh-cut
entertainment.
rangements
The next day there was a three
mile parade with 32 high school 'Corsages and pillow
bands and floats, horses, donkeys
corsages
—everything—ending with a one ton
flowers a spec'Wedding
banana pudding at Cabana City
where everyone enjoyed a !see serlaity
ving of that banana pudding. There
'Artistic funeral arwere over 50,000 people attending
rangements
this gay and significant Festival. I
Here's another quality premium offer by your Good
would like to congratulate the manNeighbor Ashland Oil Dealer. You get one 12-ounce,
agement of the Park Terrace Motel
cut glass FREE with every purchase of 7 galcrystal
where many of the festivities took
place and where I stayed. Belutilons of Ashland Vitalized Gasoline. These heavy-base
Carr at Commercial
ful little baskets with tiny bananas
beverage glasses will add to the attractiveness of your
Phone 472-1577
were in each room. My breakfast
table
setting. And they're ideal for use when enterarrived with a rose on the tray. I
••••,•••
taining. Start now to collect a complete set of glasses
at Good Neighbor Ashland Oil Dealers displaying the

SCATTERED PAT1.-tal.

Glynn Bushart,Jr., Miss Trolinger,
Married In Houston, Texas Friday

Golden Wedding
Party Planned
By Earl Bards

F

Pans For All ElsdrIc
Sbsv.rsAh

•••••••••••••

Greenfield Monument Works

I!

Genuine Crystal

CUT GLASS
one glass with 7 gallon gasoline purchase

Scott's floral Shoppe

FOR SALE OR TRADE

Laminated imported cotton suede. Jumbo stitch
w 1/cotton laminated bulky knit sleeve and collar.
Orion pile lined. Novelty buckle closing with inside
button for additional warmth. Collar has two loops
and buttons for turtle neck effect. Length 33".
5 to 15 - - 6 to 16
Sizes:
Brown/Brown Knit
Colors:

0

Polo/Camel knit
Blue/Blue knit'
Green/Black knit
Cranberry/Black knit

Others
From
$17.99

Located in Deepwood Subdivision, fronting on
Middle Road, new three bedroom brick veneer
home. Completely modern, built in oven and range,
bath and one half, patio with sliding glass doors.
This fine home is decorated in off white with glazed
ceilings. Has 100 ft. lot which is landscaped. Will
trade up or down and will consider town or country
property of any kind in on trade.

Call Night or Day Fulton, Hy.Pho. 472-1292

"FREE CUT GLASS" sign.
Offer expires November 30,1965

OIL
PRODUCTS

WICK SMITH, REALTOR, BUILDER
If your present home is not paid for, we will
trade for your equity; get our deal without obliga-

tion.

ASHLAND OIL & REFINING COMPANY

I.
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SCATTERED PATTE11,-(cositbssed /tem Pees Three)
they attended the a/NM( of Glynn
F. Bushaxt, Jr., and Miss Mary
Jill Trolinger.
Mrs. Giber% Ilidgideerat pit Odessa, Fla., is Switenge 'aided ten
days in Fullest *BA her aunt and
uncle, Mr. and Yrs. Herman C.
Sams. Other guests last week end
were Mr. and Mrs. Herman Sams,
Jr., and family from Bardwell and
Mr. and Mrs. Kenneth Adams and
family of Murray.

the we_aend at the KPA session
during early June.
Amos Stone, publisher of The
Times Argus at Central City, was
telling about the golfer whose hit
ball crashed thru the window of
an automobile and killed the
driver.
"What are you going to do about
this?" his golfing companion asked.
Without looking up, he replied:
"I believe if I shift the position
of my right thumb, I can avoid that
slice."

Mrs. Paul Fite, the former Ruby
V. Yarbro of Fulton, has returned
to her home in Chelsea. Mich., af- FRENCHMEN i.IVE IN
ter a visit with her mother, Mrs. UNDERSEA HOUSE
Violet Johnson, and other relatives
WASHINGTON -Six Frenchmen
and friends.
spending two weeks in an undersea
SOMEONE IS always coming up house in the Mediterranean have
at
with another golf story, and this placed a five-ton oil well head
National
The
feet.
365
of
depth
a
one we hadn't heard until during
Georgraphic Society says the achievement, directed by aqua-lung
inventor Jacques-Yves Cousteau,
was reported by cable to the society, which has sponsored Cousteau's research since 1952.

COFFEE CROP IS
LARGEST SINCE '44
WASHINGTON- The Agriculture
Department's foreign service has
estimated the lii65416 world coffee
crop at 76S-million bags, of which
62 million would be exportable.
This would be the largest crop
since 1960.

Miss Williams and Mr. Carter
Wed In Metropolis Ceremony

Barbourville, Kentucky, will celebrate its 17th annual Daniel Boone
Festival on October 1446 with an
Whin feast, a rifle-shoot, blowgun
and archery exhibitions, and good
old pioneer contests like hog-calling, husband-calling, and woodchopping.
Daniel Boone himself will be
back in Barbourville. A fourth-generatioa descendant of the frontiersman, his namesake is a native of
Nashville, where he is judge of the
seseral sessions court. Judge
Boone has visited Barbourville during its fall festival for a number
of years.
Indians will be there, too, for the
annual signior( of the Cane Treaty.
This Is possibly "the only treaty
made by white men with Indians
that benefits the Indians," accord-

CLASSIFIED ADS
FOR SALE - Kenmore combination washer and dryer. Phone
479-1922.
TAKING APPLICATIONS for
sewing machine operator3, especially experienced operators and
those who had sewing training in
home economics. Apply in person
at office. Garen, Inc., Moss Side
Drive, Clinton, Kentucky.
TV ANTENNAS: We install Trade-repair and move. Get our
prices. We service all makes TV
Phone 307. Roper Television.

WESTERN AUTO
202 Lake

STORM
%%moor,
KIT

Phone 472-1774

Hospital beds
Baby beds
Vacuum Cleaners
Floor polishers

A.C.Bails & Soils
Phone 4724751

WE HAVE THE GENUINE
TOP QUALITY
„do-

„o.,

WINDOW

LET'S GET
ACQUAINTED

MATERIALS

DEWEY JOHNSON
SAVE! GET our
PACKAGE DEAL
All typeset Insurance
"Covering Everything"

NOW IN NUT.KEW OUT C01.10

422
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Ilaynaes

Lake St.

-04LAso Phone 472-1501 Fulton,Ky.
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Mn.Jerry Crafton Carter
Mr. and Mrs. Clyde P. Williams, Jr., announce
the marriage of their daughter, Ann Hunter, to
Jerry Crafton Carter, son of Mr. and Mrs. James
L. Carter. on Tuesday, October 5, 1965, in Metropolis, Illinois.
The bride is the granddaughter of Mrs. A. G.
Baldridge and the late Mr. Baldridge and of Mrs.
Clyde P. Williams, Sr., and the late Mr. Williams.
The groom is the grandson of Mrs.,L. O. Carter
and the late Mr. Carter and of the late Mr. and Mrs.
Joe Crafton.
Mrs. Carter is a student at Murray State College, Murray, Kentucky.
f:
Mr. Carter is with the United States Navy.

Happy;Birthday
The News takes pleasure in
whiting "Happy Birthday" to the
following friends:
October 15: Patrick Hyland,
Norman White; October 16: Mrs.
Floyd Martin, Mrs. Charles McMarries; October 17: John Bowers,
Terri Van Wren, Mike Holman;
October 18: Pony Adams, Gary
Faulkner;
October 19: Anita Sue Allen, RobE. Campbell, Marert A. Batts,
ilyn Lawson, Harry Reams; October 20: Tommy Taylor, Tony Beck,
Ruth Milam; October 21: Kenneth
Crews.
4455 CANADIANS ARE KILLED

HALF ACRE YOUR SHARE
GENEVA - Of the world's harvested acreage, 70 per cent, or
about 1.6 billion acres, is used to
grow grain. This is more than half
an acre and one-third of a ton for
each person in the world.

TRY THE

How CleaWa nu a het
flea IM Anthony
Cleopatra once bet NA Meony
that she could devour a fortune
in a single mak is nen Mr
to
point, she dienlved
The
vinegar and drill Ss
queen of the
magical pro
and Spear k
agar than anyone ...vs they
have bees In business
since 1888.

FLOWEBLAND
Formerly Killebrew's
Phone 472-1264
Commercial Ave.

Lake Street

Fulton. Ky..
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$1,000,000 Can't Buy a Bettor Bottlo of Bourbon,
cournum AND BOTTLED BY HEAVEN HILL DISTILLERIES. INC, BARDSTOWN, NELSON. COUNTY. KENTUCKY

FINANCIAL STATEMENT
City Of South Fulton, Tenn.
Fiscal Year Ended June 30,1165

SERVICE COLLECTIONS
Fiscal Year Ended June 30th
Water
Sewage
Refuse

1964
$38,430.80
19,412.59
9,019.15

1145
$40,515.31
20,184.34
12,676.00

Total Collections

W, 2

$73,375.65

Increase
$2,084.51
1,071.75
3,011.85
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Rance total collections increased by $6,783.11 for the year ending June 30, 1965.
In considering the Gas Sprains, net income from operation for the years ending
June 30, 1964, and 1946 were as fellows:

June 36, 1964
June 38, 1165
918,817.01
$36854.30
The very great improvement shown In the report is the CASH POSMON of the city
as of June 30, 1965, of all hinds, including the Gas System, which is IP follows, compared
to June 30, 1964.

BARBECUED RIBS
FROM THE KEG RESTAURANT
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The recent audit of the City, presented by Oliver P. Cobb ancreompany..Certided
Public Accountants, of Memphis, indicated a greatly improved financial position of the
City compared to a report rendered one year previously.
This report was for 12 months ending June 30, 1965. Compared with the report of
June 30, 1964 on City collections for Services; Water, Sewage, Refuse:

Name

mars

Mr. James M. Beard, Manager
Security Federal Savings & Leen Assn.
124 East Center St. Meek" Me. Sand
your anneal report and infermation is.

OTTAWA - Highway accidents
killed 4,655 persons in Canada last
year and injured 139,664.

GIBSON GREETING CARDS
2 for the price of 1

BILLY and

Write today for additional information
and financial statement, Of you may
send your check or
money order to open
your account, and
this coupon.
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SAVINGS added by the 10th
EARN DIVIDENDS FROM THE 1st

WADE FURN. CO.
Fulton, Ky.

ing to officials of the festival. The
treaty gives to Cherokee tribes of
North Carolina free use of the cane
that grows along the Cumberland
River for use in their native crafts.
Tennessee is sending a team of
marksmen to compete with Kentuckians during the rifle-shoot Saturday morning. An earlier match,
held in Franklin, Tennessee, resulted in victory for the Kentucky
riflemen. Saturday afternoon, a parade features the sharpshooters, the
Indains, and scores of townspeople
dressed in frontier garb. A special
float will be assigned to "Miss
Daniel Boone Festival," chosen
from seniors of nearby high schools.
Arts and crafts exhibits, a regional antique show, a pancake
breakfast, and a town mare dance
are other attractions in the threeday festivities.

Get the highest rote en year savings at
Security Federal Savings and Lean Association at 134 East Center Street in Sikeston,
Missouri. Savings are insured up to $18,11116
Lean Insurance
by the Federal Savings
Corporation - an agency of the Federal
Government. Your urines immediately
available.

FOR RENT: Floor aandhig machine and electric floor polisher
and electric vacuum cleaner. Exchange Furniture Co.

WE RENT - - -

Transparent
Plastic

Boone Festival At Barbourville
Plans Indian Feast; Rifle Shoot

Jon.311, 1164

BALANCE OF FUNDS ON DEPOSIT
June SS, 1166
$137,001180

198,916.36
which is an increase of $26,177.14 or 28%%

This improved cash position enables the city to have adequate operating funds at all
times, with no necessity to even have to do short term borrowing as was necessary in
some past years.
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Clinton Negro
Sentenced In
Brutal Slaying
-Leroy Fitts was sentenced to life
impeinithent in Hieinnan County
circuit WW1 last Tuesday for the
brutal murder of Mrs. Maude Davis
while she slept alone in her country house in the Springhill community the night of July 7, MIL

or sidewalk tubs with trees or
shrubs; front-yard flower gardens;
making litter bag; for family or
neighbors' ears and displaying posters on the Outdoor Code.
Boy Scouts are being urged to
Mr. Henry Whitlow, President of landscape their own yards with
The Four Rivers Council, Boy
Seguin of Amerioa, announced to- the Four Rivers Council, said to- ornamental and wikikfe food trees
day that tin Boy Scouts we a naday that its 3400 boy musnhers will tural participant in this program or Aruba, make front-yard flowof since these we many elements of er gardens and display posters on
Join the nationwide program
and a program of natural beauty and the Ouitioor Code for school or
lorthering naeural beauty
store windows.
easeservation instituted by Presi- conservation in 'its ongoing proExplorers activities may include
gram.
dent Johnston.
planting flowers, ornamental trees,
The Preeklent has pointed out He pointed out that in the Cub or shrubs in their own front yards,
are growing trees or shrub seedlings in
that the success of this program Scout adhinvernenbi there
hinge. not only on what the Gov- gardening, flower .gardening, and backyard seedbeds, later transJAPAN ADDS WORKERS
laixiscaping. There are conserva- planting the seaiings in public
TOKYO — The latest government ernment and industry can do, but
in his tion requirements in each of the places. Individual Explorers may
does
citizen
each
what
on
working
total
Japan's
show
reports
the street where Boy Scout ranks. Among Explorer help Cub Scouts build and maintain
force at 46,900,000, up 520,000 in a own front paid, on
local community, activities are tine posting of the window boxes and help neighbors
his
in
lives,
he
year.
end on the highway approaches to Outdoor Code et family campsites, clean up yards and keep them atschools, and playgrounds, the mak- tractive.
town or city where he eves,
4 BILLION SEE MOVIES
"Natural beauty is more than a ing and placing of "spruce upUnit Projects
MOSCOW—There are 13K000 rich resource of pleasure and re- clean up" posters and collecting lithighways.
Union,
Soviet
along
ter
the
movie theaters in
Under adult leadership and in
creation," says President Johnall state-owned. In 1963 they sold 4 eon. "It shapes our values. It
Mr. Whitlow said the council cooperation with property owners,
billion tickets.
molds our attitudes. It feeds our has suggested to its members a Cub Scout packs can clean up unspirit, and it helps to make is the series of individual Good Turns as sightly neighborhood areas. They
can plant grass or flowers around
kind of men and women that we well as unit service projects.
S MILLION IN UNIVERSITIES
their meeting places, public buildWASIINGTON — Five million fenny become. And the kind of
Cub Scouts are encouraged to ings and plant and maintain a
Americans attend more than 2.100 men that we finally become in
window boxes with flowers garden plot in a park.
plant
Nation."
great
this
makes
turn
education.
higher
of
institutions

Hopkins came to suspect Fitts.
When witnesses •"ported seeing
his car ,parized in the vicinity of
thit aOmbilied hreak4n at'the time
of the crime, Hopkins moved to arrest Fitts, but the accused fled the
county and state. He was later apprehended in Michigan and while
being returned to Kentucky by
Sheriff Hopkins confessed to the attempted break-in and also the minds of Mrs. Davis.
Fitts told Skiff Hopkins his intentions in both cases were to sexually molest his 'victims.

Fitts, a negro, was convicted on
his plea of guilty. He first entered
a plea of not guilty then changed it
to an admission of guilt in open
court.
Investigation at the time of the
brutal slaying disclosed Mrs. Davis
had not been discovered until several days after she was beaten to
death.
Earlier this year while investigating another similar incident in the
same community—only this time
the intruder had been frightened
away before making entry—Sheriff

Fear Rivers Coucil Joins Presidential
Program' For Comservatiu, Ilatiril leanly
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We Need Industrial Part
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Yellowstone
outsells
all other
Bourbons
(145
of them)
in Kentucky.
SO PROOF

6 years old.

1/2
"
$4
4/5 QT $155

Kentucky Straight Bourbon.90 Proof a 100 Proof Bottled-In-Bond.
• Yellowstone Distillery Co.. Louisville, Kentucky.

Reviewing of Union City's and Martin's Progressive Business Firms
AKIN-JACKSON MOTOR COMPANY
Owners

James B. Jackson and Harold E. Jackson,
A complete Selection of Good Clean Used Cars Buying, Soiling and Financing
Every day.
Located on Highway 22 in Martin. Tennessee. Telephone 587-2695.
This firm is one of the leading
new and used car motor dealers in
this section and it will be to your
advantage to see them before buying or trading, for it is a well
known fact that there is no one institution in the community that has
met with greater favor with the
public than this well known establishment. By reason of the fact that
the management has had wide experience in twiny fester. of this
'business, and because of their

knowledge of every branch of the
trade, this establishment has continued to witness and increase in
the number of their patrons.

normalcy that we have conscientious firms like this foremost company who aid in the reduction of
prices for people.

Their new and used motor cars
will be found in demand by all who
insist on the best. They deal on a
large scale and their activity is
conducted to the progress and expansion of the community in no
small degree.
It is important in the return to

There are no more public spirited
citizens in the community than the
management and we direct your
attention to this business establishment of the community as one of
the reliable institutions which has
added to the development and progress of this part of the state.

WEST TENNESSEE AUCTION COMPANY

PUCKETT LUMBER COMPANY

Ham Brundige, Manager
A Service Perfected by Years of Experience in the
Auction and Auctioneering Business.
Livestock Sales Every Saturday.
Located on the Union City Highway in Martin, Tennessee.Telephone 587-5361.

L.E.Puckett, Owner
Building Contractors. Quality Lumber, Millwork, Ruberoid Roofing, Insulation, Hanna-Green Seal Paints, Plywood, Builders Hardware, Sheetrock and Flooring.
Located on Cleveland Street in Martin, Tennessee.
Telephone 587-2289.

COMPANY
WM REBEL PACKING
Owner
Capps,

G.B.
Wholesale Packers and Shippers of Quality Meats, Sausage and Complete Processing Service.
2941
'
'
Located on Union City Highway, Martin, Tennessee - Telephone 587When in need of this service call preted in so many ways that it
gay well be said to be the sign
on this lirm and you will be more
hhe institution. It has
than glad to do business with them.
n air of calm, friendly
can be associated
This popular institution, founded
years ago, has grown with hardly only eh* institutions of standing
a pause in its rapid development. and sure petition. We wish to take
That much discussed word, Ser- this opportunity to congratulate
vice, finds a trim emanation in the the management of this firm upon
friendly atmosphere that envelops. the policy*,fair dealing which was
every customer of this popular inauguarated with the opening .of
service because service la inter- this firm to the public and has

t

never varied or departed in any
way during the time it has had
business dealings with the people.
We call attention to all the advantages of having a metropolitan
service at their very door which
has maintained inviolate service to
the public.
We are more than glad to give
them extended mention in this business review.

CLYMER'S
Smarter Furniture, Modern and Traditional Furniture, Custom Interiors. Carpets.
Draperies and Fabrics. Prices and Estima tea upon Request.
Located on South First Street in Union City, Tennessee. Telephone 885-5415.
ruacv

They handle furniture of the better grade, a quality that is durable,
and that you may depend upon to
give you maximum service. They
have anticipated your needs and
their adequate stock is composed of
tasteful, practical,, yet artistic and
inexpensive fernhote from which
selections can be made. If it's furniture, visit Clymer's in Union City,
Tennessee.
Their stock shows many lovely
living and bedroom suites; many

Editorial Reviews by William E. Sloan
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separate pieces that will add miracles of charm to the suites you already have. Perhaps you need just
a table or chair to complete a correct grouping.
The large volume of buying of
this establishment enables them to
sell at reasonable prices. You will
always be met by courteous, pleasant and accommodating sales force.
Values beyond comparison is the
constant aim of this successful
home furnishing establishment and

It is a pleasure to include it among
the better firms of this section.
They are able to offer you complete service in the way of mapping
out your furnishings to harmonize
and can give your home the cast
of any period you desire.
This establishment and the men
who direct its affairs are contributing to the progress and development of this section of the state
and especially to that portion within a radius of several miles around.

BECK & RIPPY COMPANY

No institution in Martin has
met with greater public favor than
this one. By reason of the fact that
the management has had wide experience in every feature of the
business and because of their
knowledge of the state this establishment has continued to witness
an increase in the number of patrons. Their services will be found
in demand by all who insist on the
best.
The management is composed of
well-known public spirited business
people and we deem it fully proper
and fitting that we give a commendak mention in this review
and predict that in the future the
business will continue to expand in

this section of the state.
Each department oU this well
known service is in charge of people thoroughly conversant with the
business conditions while the management is in charge of people who
have had wide experience with his
business.
We with to compliment this firm
and management upon the admirable manner in which the business
of this valued institution is operated; upon its progressive and public
spirited policies. We wish to refer
West Tennessee Auction Company to all our readers as
one of the commercial and industrial services of the state.

ing a small bit of lumber or a cow
plete structure, and this is on
factor that has been responsible to
its popularity in this and adjoinin
counties.
We shall not attempt to dent'
their stock, but suffiee it to as
The life of any structure is in a their stock compares favorabl
very large measure determined by with any in the large metropolita
the kind of material used in its centers. This concern is progref
construction, and to know that your sire, up-to-date and straight for
building will stand the test of years ward in their dealings and are n
you can do no better than consult wart found willing to aid in an
these lumber men, who have made forward looking movement and t
a deep study of every phase of the make this a land of more and be
lumber business.
ter homes and buildings generall3
At the office of this company the
We are glad to give them thi
customer encounters the most mention in this business review c
courteous treatment whether buy- Fulton and Weakdey counties.

They have built up an envious
reputation in the business circles
of this section due to their desire
and ability to offer at all times
prices and quality that defy competition in this line.

Victory's' iiioip2 Sixty-Six Service Stahel'
Phillips Sixty-Six Petroleum Products. Mechanical
Work, Brake Service, Polishing, Waxing, Motor TuneUps. Mufflers and Tail Pipes. Tires, Batteries and Fast
Road Service.
Located on Reelfoot Avenue in Union City, Tennessee.
Telephone 885-9909.
They handle gasoline, motor oils
and greases which they know to be
products of the nighest quality and
offer very prompt service. Drive in
here and they will fill your tank
with gas, your radiator with water
in a jiffy so that when you itop at
Victory's Phillips ,Siittyliet Service
Station, you will never suffer any
appreciable loss of time.
Ample provision has bees provided for lubrication and crank
case service. Attendants are always around so that this work is
carried on very rapidly. There is
nothing in the way of lubrication
service that is not offered here.
One of the features of the place is
the highest quality of all the pro-

ducts sold here. The gasoline, oils,
greases and accessories are all of
the best and the management sees
that customers get nothing of inferior grade.
The management has spared no
effort in making this establishment as complete as possible for
the convenience of their customers
and the quick and efficient dispatch
of business, combining as it does
a complete gasoline station, this
concern offers the motoring public
an easily accessible and modern
"Drive In" service station that is
truly appreciated. We are glad to
give them extended mention in this
business review of Union City and
vicinity.

UNION CITY PAVING COMPANY

L. W. London, Owner
Authorised Dealers for Ford Tractors, Plows, Disc, Cultivators.Planters,Rakes and
Paving Contractors,Drive Ways.Parking Lots, ResidenHay Balers.
Telephone
City.
Tennessee.
Union
in
885-2410.
tial and Commercial Service. Prices and Estimates upLocated on Reelfoot Avenue
This is one of the most widely ly known products the best to be host of friends as well as patrons on Request.
known firms in the community. For had in this line in the world, Ford throughout the county and have
years they have provided machin- farm machinery. They have many always been courteous and ready Located on Martin Highway in Union City, Tennessee.
cry and equipment to the farmers years experience back of them and and willing to give the best of ser- Telephone 885-0911.
in this section. They handle only are in a position to advise you in, vice with the conditions of the marthe best of farm machinery namely
Ford farm machinery, and are well
known far and wide for their courtesy of treatment and fairness of
dealings.
Their stock of implements and
machinery is composed of national-

the selection of implements most ket and good business.
advantageous to your needs. They
In this business review we wish
will gladly go into detail of the
machinery and demonstrate them to compliment this Progressive fhnn
upon their honest ahd effective
to you if you so desire,
business methods and we refer all
This establishment has made a our readers to them.

THE CITY STATE BANK
The Bank of Service. Banking by Mail. Safety Deposit Boxesi Savings Accounts,
Checking Accounts, Over 70 Years of Continuous Service. A Good Bank in a Good
Town and Member Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation.
Located 235 Lindell Street in Martin, Tennessee. Telephone 587-2330.
This bank Is under the direction
of well known financiers who have
guided this well known bank to substantial progress evidenced by the
large bushiest it enjoys and its
enviable reputation for safety for
depositors.
One of the institutions that gives
stability to the financial interests
of the country is this modern banking house. From the day that it
first opened its doors to the people
It has always been under the manInn11111111111111111r.

agement of conservative, yet progressive men of broad and liberal
views in the matter of caring for
their patron's needs, yet men who
have carefully guarded the best interests of the depositors by demanding the fullest security and
adhering to the careful law of ftnance. This invariable policy has
gained for this well known bank the
great confidence of the people of
the surrounding country and among
Its customers you will find the majority of the community's most pro-

minent men and firms.
Many people from the surrounding territory have found thia a very
desirable place to accumulate quite
a fund for the proverbial "rainy
day."

This is a modern Twentieth Century business under the able direction of men who have always
had at heart the best interests of
the community in which their valued enterprises are located and one
of the firms that keep the wheels
of progress turning in the right direction for not only is it one of the
leading concerns engaged in its
special field of endeavor in this
section, but its services have gained a wide reputation for general excellence and are considered a standard among the trade the country
over.

We wish to state the management
and assistants have taken a commendable interest in all propositions that further public improvements and that they have been
to aid in the
In making this review of the on- willing and anxious
expansion and growth of the comward progress of the community, munity at all times.
we compliment the City State
Bank, its officers and directors and
Therefore it merits the popularidirect the attention of all our read- ty and liberal support received.
ers to this strong financial organi- We fddy ncommend Union City
sation.
Paving Company as a place most

advantageous for prompt, reliable
service, and are glad to refer our
readers to them in this business review and wish them many more
successful seasons in our midst.
We are more than pleased to
give them extended mention in our
review of this section of the country.

GENE'S MUSIC SHOP
Complete Lines of Vox Electric Guitars, Amplifiers
Musical Instruments. HI-Fl and One of Tennessee(
Largest Selections of Albums and Singles.
Located 221 South Second Street in Union City, Tonnes
see. Telephone 885-2017.
This is the day the public demends not only magnanimous service but the best quality at fair
prices. Thoroughly conversant with
the conditions and a wide experience in their particular line of endeavor, the management of this enterprising concern has been able
to render a service to the people
that is distinctly satisfactory.
Prompt service at most reasonable prices has long been the guiding influence of their policies and it
has brought them trade from all
over the surrounding territory.
The management and assistants
are people of long practical experience in the business. They are

thoroughly conversant with ever
detail and are considered an at
thorny in all that pertains to th
portion of a modern establishmen
They are among the foremost per
pie of the city and have aided i
the development of this section.
This establishment is not only
well equipped and expertly mar
aged concern, but it is also a con
menial and industrial organisatio
and renders a service that is nec
essary to the onward progress t
the community. We are glad t
give them this mention in this rc
view of the better business firms c
Union City, Tennessee.

WRITE & RIIBBS INSURANCE
Professional Insurance Service 1906. Representing Na
tionally Known Companies, Including Travelers, Fire
man's Funds and Writing all Forms of Insurance.
Located 204 Washington Avenue in Union City, Ten
name.Telephone 885-2820.
This agency has given much time
and study as to the best companies
with which to do business and as a
result they have been chosen by
many of the world's largest companies to serve the people in a
most satisfactory manner.
One of the features of their services is the prompt adjustment of
all claims, which is done in the
shortest time possible.
Don't allow your Life, health, accident, hospitalization and group
Insurance to go another day without the proper protection to which
you, your family, and your business demands.
The owners in charge of this
agency are community builders in-

terested in every movement of tb
community at large, and in makin
this review, we cannot fail to con
pliment them upon the manner i
which business is conduct&
and refer our readers to this we]
conducted agency—for every ir
surance need.
White and Hubbs Insurance wi
be pleased to have you give ther
a call over the telephone and the
will aid you in making up,nour rc
quirements, give you facts an
figures and will not sell you ma'
Insurance than you should have.
In this review we are pleased
the part they are playing in di
complexity of our modern life an
refer their activities to our reader,'

HARTON'S SEWING & VACUUM CENTER
Complete Re

New and Rebuilt White Sewing Machines. Hoover Vacuum Cleaners,
pairing to All Makes and Models.
Located 615 Perldns Street in Union City. Tennessee. Telephone 885-1890.
Sewing Machines are more than
ever in demand for the sewer.
Home sewing becomes more popular each year as it Is evidenced by
the demand for yard goods, and
sewing machines. If you see a high
priced ready-made dress you can
buy your material and make it
yourself for one-third the price.
These machines were selected
from the various makes of today,

evereitzw.
is convenient for peepi
The
of php gerrounding territory, an
on a Visit you will find everythin
no less than made to order for th
enterprise, and to please you wi
instantly become the dorninar
purpose of their large organised°,
which is recognised as a snide
They have low and high priced machine headquarters for this par
machines to suit the purchase of of the state.

by this enterprising concern, because it has withstood the test of
time. We know of no bettor recommendation than the service it has
given. When in the market for a
sewing machine, don't fail to call
on Harton's Sewing and Vacuum
Center for a demonstration.
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Forest Firefighters Warn Against Careless Burning
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Bard Reveals
Boundaries Of
ASC Elections

MOON COUNTY
Joe Martha, County Agent
Odes City, T.

Firefighters across the state
will ascend their lookout towers
during the second week in October
to begin their semi-annual surveillance -of Kentucky's forests.
The coming of October signals
the arrival of the fall fire season
and State forestry officials are hoping to duplicate the record achieved in forest-fire control during the
season last spring.
A total of 1,243 fires were recorded during the spring season—

the lowest neneber in the history of
state forest...Ire protection. Spring
fires usually 11111 between 2,000 and
2,381I, according to State Forestry
Director Gene L. Butcher.
"This fall, the main fire hazard
will eine from the burning of
trash, refuse and dumps," Maynard Marcum, who heads the forestry division's fire-control program, said.
"Also, we have a great worry because some outdoorsmen set fires

contained in the
to dead tree stumps to rout game, ones through funds
to be voted
and this causes a great number of $176 million bond issueForestry DiThe
2.
er
Novemb
on
urge
"We
noted.
fires," Marcum
to receive $100,000
all hunters to be careful with fire vision is slated
from the bond issue.
as they hunt in old fields."
towers were conThe fire lookouts will man a net- "The wooden
World War II,"
during
d
structe
cally
work of 156 towers, strategi
"and are constantly
said,
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Receive Claims
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WHAT'S GOING ON
HERE

NO HIDDEN "EXTRAS"
when you finance your
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or'
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PCA

In Kentucky
after golf
beer's the one...
for good taste,
good fun

Area Tree Farmers
Adding More Acres
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No place on earth has more to offer than Not Springs...
and there's no finer place to stay than The Arlington.
Swim in our beautiful cascade pools ... enjoy cocktail
parties, dinner music and dances ... dine on gourmet
food ... golf on our two 18-hole Championship courses.
All sports and recreations in Hot Springs including
fishing and boating. Tale the world-famous thermal baths
with new WHIRLPOOL, and massages right in The Arlington.
For Rates and Beautiful Color Brochure—
A. MAY. Mgr., The ARLINGTON HOTEL Phone: AREA 501
EDGAR
Write

HOT SPRINGS

NAtionol 3-7771

National Park,Arkansas
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•PIERCE STATION

•M.cCONNELL NEWS

By Me. Charles Lowe

Mrs. L. T. Caldwell •

CHEITTNIIT GLADE
By Mrs. Harvey Teethe

Orr at the Parkview Hospital in
Dyersburg last Sunday. Mrs. Orr
suffered a broken hip in a fall a
few days ago. She appears to be
recovering as well as can be expected from surgery for the hip.
She was at the home of her daughter, Mrs. Watkins Ewell, at the
time of the accident.
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an attack of pneumonia, and is im- from Mississippi, spent the wee'
end with their parents and attende
proving.
Mr. and Mrs. Dale Cummings service at Sandy Branch.
Mrs. Jessie Brown is visiting Mr
have returned, after being in Ohio
and
Mrs. Duren Terrell.
several
past
and Michigan the
months, where they had horses at
Today's car inspection, is tomoi
the races.
Sympathy is extended to the famMr. and Mrs. Billie Copeland, row's protection.
ily of Walter Damron, who passed
away Monday, following a stroke
suffered several days ago.
— OEM —
Mr. and Mrs. Julius Vaughan and
Hoyt, Jr. Vaughan _have returned
to their home in Warrenburg, Missouri, after being called here last
101 TOWS
week due to the death of their
father.

Lithe Scott Ferguson spent last
The family and friends of Hoyt
week with his uncle, Alvin Fergu- Vaughan were shocked and sadson, and family while his parents,
when they received word of
Mr. and Mrs. John R. Ferguson, dened
and most unexpected
sudden
his
and Mr. and Mrs. Roy Ferguson
11 p. m., October 4, He
vacationed in the New England death at
apparently retired in his usual
States.
health. Funeral service was at
of
Jerry,
and
Mrs. Bill Haynie
Sandy Branch October 6. Brother
Paoli, Indiana, visited her parents, Cayce Pentecost conducted the serMr. and Mrs. Jack Meadows, and vice. He is survived by two sons,
family last week.
Julius and Hoyt, Jr., of WarrenMr. and Mrs. Junior Sallee, of burg, Missouri; three sisters, Mrs.
Memphis, visited her parents, Mr. Opal Pounds and Mrs. Eva Brann
and Mrs. Sam Welch, over the of Memphis and Mrs. Hontas Verweek end.
hine of Fulton; one brother, Har• FARM AND AUTO INSURANCE
Mrs. Dorita Boggess honored her vey, al this community. He was a
Van Brann and
Mrs.
and
Mr.
War
• FARMER'S LIABILITY COVERAGE
veteran
I
World
of
and
World
roast
son, Brad, with a wedner
Mrs. Opal Pounds have returned to
on Saturday afternoon. Those at- War II.
• FARM LOANS
Memphis after being here for the
tending were: Joe Bradley, Gordie
2111 MAIN STREIT
OPPICI
PHONE 472-1351
brothel'.
their
of
Mrs. Vascoe Simpson, Guy funeral
Wade, John Hefley, Charles Elliott,
KENTUCKY
FULTON,
Gene Madding, Jeff Woodruff and Strong and Mr. and Mrs. Tom
Mr. Orvin Morrison has been disJohnnie Meadows.
Strong visited Mrs. Beaula Strong missed from the hospital, following
Sallee spent the week end
Mrs. Elizabeth Darnell is spendSPRINGS inGreg
Memphis with his father, Jack
ing the week end with her daugh- • AUSTIN
By Mrs. Carey Melds
Sallee,
ter, Ruth, in Neoga, Illinois.
Buck Wilhaucks is recuperating
Sympathy is expressed to Mrs.
Rev. Russell Rodgers filled his at his home from major surgery.
Augusta Reed in the death of her
He underwent surgery at the Bapbrother, Pete Winstead, on Thurs- regular appointment at New Salem tist Hospital in Memphis, for a back
at
Sunday
past
the
Church
Baptist
day. He had been seriotisly ill for
11 a. in. The evening worship will ailment. His many friends are hapsome time.
be devoted to class singing, with py to welcome him back home and
Reed Holmes is in Fulton Hos- Sam Mathis as leader. All the Sun- wish for him a rapid recovery.
Bill Haynie, former McConnell
pital after an accident in which day School Department and BTU
he cut his foot with an axe.
members will have a part in lead- Church of Christ minister, has cMrs. Loyd Watkins visited her ership of the gospel singing, which cepted work with the congregation
4
mother, Mrs. Lewis Cole, at Dover, meets on each second Sunday night at Paoli, Ind. He had formerly been
Tenn., last Thursday. She is still In the month. The public is most working with the congregation et
quite -unwell and confined to her cordially invited.
Madison, Ind. We wish for him
bed most of the time.
The entire community extends much success at his new location.
Man has explored most of the earth, and has
Mr. _and Mrs. T. L. Ainley at- sympathy to the family of Jack McMr. and Mrs. Hollis Jordan, of
tended Hopewell Presbytery, in Clure, s resident of this village, Arizona, recently visited with his
now set out to conquer space.
session at Greenfield last Tuesday. who passed away Sunday at 11 parents, Mr. and Mrs. Ancil JorMr. Ainley was the delegate from a. m. at his home, after a long ill- dan.
ness. He was a member of New
Good Springs.
Mrs. Lucille Drumm and daughWhile achieving these marvelous works, let
Church. He is survived by ter, Debbie, of Martin, spent SunSalem
Miss Linda Bailey and friend,
sons and a day with her mother, Mrs. L. T.
Bill Shelton, of Memphis and Mrs. his companion, two
us not forget our creator.
several Caldwell, and family.
sisters,
three
daughter,
Lorene Rushing of Martin attended
nieces and nephews. Jackson's FunMrs. Kenneth Hastings has rechurch at Good Springs.Sunday.
of all ar- cently been hospitalized. She is reZack McClure passed away Sun- eral Home has charge
"When I consider thy heavens,the work of thy
Dempsey Hen- covering at her home. We wish her
day about noon. He bad been in a rangements. Rev.
will an early recovery.
Davis
Henry
Rev.
and
derson
serious condition for some time.
fingers, the moon and the stars, which thou
service in
Mr. and Mrs. Albert Kamer and
Jackson's Funeral Home is in officiate at the funeral
at 2 Mrs. Doyle Matheny and son, Gary,
Church
Baptist
Salem
New
charge of arrangements.
hast ordained; what is man that thou art
p. in, Tuesday. Burial will be in of St. Louis, visited friends and
The Christian Fellowship Class Acres Cemetery.
relatives here a few days ago.
of Good Springs enjoyed a potRev. and Mrs. Carey Puckett, of
mindful of him? and the son of man,that thou
luck supper at the home of Mr. Mayfield, and Mr. and Mrs. Porter
and Mrs. Calvin DeFreece Satur- Hamilton, of Fulton, were dinner
visitest him? For thou hast made him a little
•CAYCE NEWS
day night. The newly elected teach- guests of Mr. and Mrs. Huse McBy Mies Clarke Bendurant
er of this class is Loyd Watkins.
Guire, District No. 1, on last Sunlower than the angels, and hast crowned him
Sam Moore is under doctor's day. They had a nice visit while
treatment for virus pneumonia at there.
Sunday dinner guests of Mr. and
with glory and honour. Thou modest him to
his home.
Mrs. Jack McClain continues to Mn. A. Simpson were: Mr. and
Improve since a recent illness that Mrs. Lemuel Simpson and Jack,
have dominion over the works of thy hands;
"Caution is not cowardly, and has kept her indisposed for several Miss Linda Nanney, Mrs. Jimmy
Fulton;
carelessness is net courage."
weeks. All friends will be glad to IlicCullen and Dorsey of
thou hast put all things under his feet.•."
know that she is well en the road Mr. and Mrs. Joe Woodside of
Bill
Mrs.
and
Mr.
and
City,
Union
to recovery.
Get-well wishes are extended to Gadberry and Freddie.
DUCK'S 24 HOUR
Mrs. Chester Wade and And,'
Mrs. Pete Chambers, who has reATTEND CHURCH SUNDAY
.mane surgery ia the went la* week end in Memphis
4
Tattoo asalpital. We haps'for her wet her mether. Mu. MOW Oliver,
a speedy restoration. Mrs. Chamb- sad Miss Lynette. Mn. Oliver re— Radio Dispatched — ers
The Church is God's appointed agency in this world
was the former Louise Rushing, turned with her for a week's visit
with them and Mrs. Edna Alexanda citizen of this section.
for spreading the knowledge of His love for man and
Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Doran and er.
UM W.State Liao
of His demand for man to respond to that love by
Scott and Jeff Ammons of Murdaughters, Alicia and Lita Ann, of
Huntsville, Ala., arrived Friday af- ray spent the week end with their
loving his neighbor. Without this grounding in the
ternoon fer a week end visit with grandparents, Mr. and Mrs. Jim
leve of God, no government or society or way of life
their pelmets, Kr. and Mrs. B. L. Ammons.
Nights, Dial 41149M
will long persevere and the freedoms which we hold
Don" Route 2, Martin, and Mrs. Thursday afternoon guests of
Mn. Daisie Bondurant and Clarice
Mary Bynum, near Lynnville.
dear will inevitably perish. Therefore, even from
so
IMWEIXINNIats
were Mrs. Roy Cruce and Mrs.
a selfish point of view, one should support the Church
Frani& McClellan.
Rev. Luther Clark attended a
for the sake of the welfare of himself and his family.
called meeting of the Methodist
Beyond that, however, every person should uphold
Conference in Memphis last week.
Elbert Clark, of the Jackson's
and participate in the Church because it tells the truth
Chapel Church of near Fulgham,
about man's life, death and destiny; the truth which
was the guest speaker at the Cayce
Methodist Church Sunday, as it
alone will set him free to live as a child of God.
was Layman's day.
INVITATION TO BID
Mr. and Mrs. Ray Farmer, of
Princeton, visited with Mr. and
Mrs. A. Simpson, Mrs. Bessie Allen
Coleman Adv. Serv.
Sealed bids will be received until 10 a. m. October
and Mr. and Mrs. (Marley Sloan
Sunday attornoon,
25th. for 18 months supply, 19,000 gallons. of gasoII
Mr. and Mrs. Healey Campbell,
spent Monday night
Ohio,
Akron,
of
line for the city.
and Tuesday with Mr. and Mrs.
THIS song's op CHURCH Ape IS sanio PUBLISHED THROUGH THE COOPERATION OP THE LOCAL MINHITIRIAL
Chester Wade and Mrs. Edna AlexASSOCIATION AND IS SPONSORED BY 'Mil UNDERSIGNED INDIVIDUALS AND BUSINESS INSTITUTIONS
ander, enroute to Menphis to visit
Specifications may be obtained at the City Hall.
her mother. Mrs. Ethel Oliver, who
will return to her borne with them. INTERSTATE OIL COMPANY
William Ward. Livestock
City of South Fulton. Tennessee
Mckman - Fulton Co's. R.E.C.C.
Sunday afternoon guests of Mrs.
We buy and sell daily
Daigle Bondurant and Clarice were:
Jaihers of Shell Products
"Live Better Biedrkalle
Inman,
Mr. and Mrs. Malcomn
Phone 479-M0
Morris It; S. Puttee
Phone 472-3951
Fulton
Mrs. Ethel Oliver, Mrs. Mary MilHickman, Ky.
ner and Mrs. Dixie Walker.
Mr. and Mrs. A. Simpson are visitAirbus* Gas Co. of Fulton. Inc
ing their daughter, Mrs. Jack LeCITY DRUG COMPANY
Vine and Mr. LeVine in Alternond,
Butane and Propane gas dealer
Your Prescription Drug Store
Mr. and Mrs. Earl Holdman and
Fulton Coca-Cola Bottling Co..Inc
PIA" Ky.
Phone 472-1313
Fulton, Ky.
son, of Beaver Dam, spent the week
end with Mr. and Mrs. E. B.
Phone 475.1471
Kerstvcicy Ave., Fulton
Freeze.
SMALLMAN SHEET DIETA1
Mr. and Mrs. Georgie UnderRice Insurance Agency, Inc.
wood, of St. Louis, spent the week
Lennox gas furnaces, air candltionses;
end with his aunt, Mrs. Rufus ElkS.. us for all your Insurance needs
ins, and Mr. Elkins.
all-electric heat pump; electric termer
Travelers Inn Restaurant
Phone 472.1341
231 Main St.
Pies
Nemo-Mode
Featuring
Then you may be the man we are

Nice crowds attended services At
Min. Ernestine Roberts is visiting with family and friends in De- Johnson Grove and Chapel Hill
churches Sunday.
troit.
Mrs. Frank Heflin has been visitSympathy is extended to the fam- ing relatives in Detroit.
ily of Hoyt Vaughan, who passed
Mrs. Bud Stem and Billy Stem
away at Paris Monday night, fol- spent a few hours in Paducah Satlowing a heart attack. The body urday.
was brought to the Isom* of a broLatest report from Mrs. Jack
ther, Harvey Vaughan.
Lowe, who is a patient in the BapMemphis, is that
Mrs. Hester Jackson is visiting tist Hospital in
doing
is
nicely.
she
relatives and friends in Detroit.
Mns: Frankie Ferguson has been
Mrs. na Walls passed away at dismissed from the Jackson-Madiher home in Huntsville, Ala. The son County Hospital.
Mr. and Mrs. Virgil Green, of
body was returned to Martin for
funeral and burial, Murpiky Funeral Mayfield, spent a few days with
directors in . charge. She was a Mr. sad Mrs. John
Mr. and Mrs. Arlie Olive, of Maylong-tine resident of Martin, leaving a few years ago velsen her dau- field, visited Mr. and Mrs. M. E.
ghter, Miss Georgia Lee Walls, was Roach Friday.
transferred to Huntsville.
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school
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13 plays on the first series of the following a long illness.
complete his reference library.
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Special Night
Set To Honor
Coach J. Story

WFUL

R

ALWAYS
IN TUNS
WITH YOU
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Of interest to Homemakers
4•••••■••••00

Story mods his mark in basketball record books tern he
cooehed the Cuba catis to a
State Championship in 1952. 0ver the years his teams won
4% games.
Many of his former players
credit the 10.er success in the
*Ong and coaching fields -to
his coaching and leadership.
The "Jack &WY AFPreeleettee
Night" is planned by fans
throughout West Kentucky in reof Comb Story's ability
as act.his teadting of good,
dean aportnnenthip to he *yens, and for the Month* and
leseissahlp he provided kr than.
Schedilled dining Coeds Story
Appreciation Night is a barbers supper followed by a proven) and presentation of wards.
Cost of the tickets is $4, including all tax.
Many of Coach Story's former
Platers beve already purebred
tickets and most of his former
players are expected to attend
pitra hundreds of tans and
friencht.
Tickets may be purdiased
from several interviduais connected web the special event and
from the foliosving businesses in
Maofield and Graves County:
In the County: Cube TV and
Appliance Company and Rhodes
Grocery in Cuba; Denham and
Ray's Grocery in Sedalia; at the
Post Mee and at Buckmen's
Cescery in Fancy Far= MO'
jolt Insurance moo Rea Estate
011ice and tideway's Hardware
Stare in V•Itigo; Watson's Grocery in Farrniegton.; Heath and
liteCbre's Grocery In Syinsonia;
Drew's Grocery in Hickory; mid
a ior,ation in Lower to be annourredi at a ister date.
In Mayfield, bidets may be
purdbesed at Junkies D-K Stream Station; Ws Drive-Is;
Hide Dceve-in;Hut's Aslk
Goods; leseimbist Goode:
W's Retail Deg Store; MrWs Lusher Company; aid Merit Cliothiag Climpony.

A "Jack Story Appreciation
engte" *411 be heel at 8:30 p.m.
Thursday, October 14, in the
MaYtield High Mae
skin sponsored by Coadt Story's

JACK STORY

a

fans end frieois in West Kentucky.
'
The special event will honor
veteran beeketbeil coach Jack
Ibtry etio resigned as bead bashe_.cosi* at Mayfield in Au.
pat due to ill heath.
Story, knees) as the Deenof
Wes Kentucky Basiribeil Coaches. is deo recqmined as one
of Ketantey's bast prep coaches.
lib coaching career in Walt
Kraft isms Ie yews &deg
hue his lint ooselding amigomoat at Fairbanks, in south
County, in die mid-1910'a.

REPRINTS
of any photos
"by Aerie"
appearing hi this Ire are
rellehis et she NEWS offlee. Yee pry order by phone

In addition to the above locations, heirs mier be obtabied
at each County bigti school and
at hdd Leib School,

(4724661) or cense to VA Conewwercial Avenue,
Fulton.
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College Boys
Will Pass Now
Or Be Drafted
LOUISVILLE
— College
students who are not showing
latietiletel7 Progress in school
fhb *year will be subject to the
*alt.. the national director of
Service says.
U. Gen. Lewis B. Hershey'
said increased draft calls will
mean that many of the nation's
two mlWion mide college tujiIl no longer be automatirally deferred.
"We've been very liberal with
college students," Hershey said.

••••

Refrigeration. air conditioning
and heating service
(INCLUDING ELECTRIC WIRING)

McMinn Electric & Refrigeration Co.
• wad State Lino
Dial 472-3171
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Widowsp

new look in leather —
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FRUITED PORK CHOPS, tender crescent rolls
end steaming mugs of coffee will make a
good start on a dinner menu some night

:fitteresialect

soorywhen the evenings get chilly and sppetites recover from their summer slump.

Pork is Good Eating,
Plain Or Glamorized
Irak pork is mare of a fiJi
and winter dish than a sammer
ass—and new's the time that
yaw tinnily willsajoy its sue-

The thing to remember in
preparing pork is to cook it
and be sure it is camRest pa• r▪ t
• should be firm,
tender and juicy, never dry or
crumbly. The meat should be
itralinh-wbite in color without
the slightest tinge of pink. The
surface should be crusty but not
bard, and uniformly brown. The
juice should be yellorish-brown
—never pink.
Aay good cookbook can give
you seeking times for various
cuts. They run about 35 to 45
minutes per pound. The oven
temperature is usually 350 deOther good pork dishes are
pork chops, ribs, and recipes
containing pork as one of the
Ingredients.
Fruited Perk Chops
6 pork chops. 1 inch thick
2 tablespoons flour
1 teaspoon salt
/
1
4 teaspoon paprika
2 tablespoons butter ot margarine
1 can (13% ouncesphieapple tidbits.
I can (11 °Once) mandarin
orange sections. drained
2 tablespoons well - drained
sweet pickle relit*
2 tablespoon' soy sauce
1 tablespoon cornstarch
1 tablespoon sugar

PIO WIZE

Hershey said the law provides
that if •student is not showmg
satisfactory prelltegi, he will be
subject to the draft.
, College statists who get on
academie probation or who drop
out 4 school for a semester
would be prime targets, be said.
Thus, the general said, SeiseBye Service will be taking a
hard look at the students when
semesters end.
Hershey estimated roughly
that 5 to 10 per cent of the nation's college students would be
affected.
Henry also predicted the
draft wdl continue for at least
a generalien ilensnes of Snow
COVINGTON. Ky.
-Gov.
lug owed in the world.
Edward T. areathilit, who trial"0( course, I didn't see an
ly gets firstalre traisportation
end to, the draft when it was
at the snap of a finces
tel
:
i
talked about.. There was never
stick out his Sethi
any time a majority of the peoft seems that Mhoes
ple ever thought it ovoid be
buns mewing
aided."
traders
Be referred to reports, ramp:
:er
1
ant mainly bat year, that the
imer wet aboard
draft would be abolished in fawe of a volunteer oyster.
,
Ile want ilteallift was talkHers*/ said the increadeg
=
=4 IMO am
draft calls bare restated in lowa the tomes
ering the age of hiductees. Now,
Ines/ saw.
he said, it's about as low as it
loam bed& Gerviess. was
can so.
• "411 SIN
needremed
The general said Selective
:igniter he piled op breed
Service will MOD be looking toell le be Or gesser. Se tiros
ward young married men withIlesaft1111 hiL mere
out children to fill the calls.
Bre
sibs mg.
He gave so estimate of what
1 Ina sasn't
aTs dew
percentage of this group would
as the Ms sass* Kmaacky
be ageeded.
Governer% Tour el Ininarial
said the r
reports oa
Develmosit ere le a Mess.
al:= the draft drubs*
The geverner dmareed from
eat ailibinsida until Angst aid
he neledrie sad reined lip a
Se94ember, just. after Prodded
beet ride down the Ohio River
*dam erderad the draft doe
to Oneleiglan so he avid adbled.
thus a lidsteleipsi Leese meetThe draft abolishment talk
sWeelens laratradrg.
"was brad as hops.otopo
the boat arrived near
Nifspert, pupils tear a California girt Mecl the 11.7r.
said there is just ais
pies Campbell County Nigh
much el a need (or feallirdt
School Band, anti more than 100
wow as lbsra was le
War
residents were there to greet the
IL
governor. But no governor.
"Therelt more casibeisa hi
Breathitt, instead, flew back
more continents,
he said.
to Cincinnati and then drove
"World War 11 didn't affect as
bore to address a direr gathmany condors." Hershey
ering of 200 Northam Kentucky
cited surest in Asia lead Africa
brines leaders.
and said Europe is not alAfter plugging for the $176
together stable.
million bond rue, he departed
"If you have to have a kg of
from the schedule roe again—
men," he added, "you've got to
returning to Frankfort instead
have a way to get therm"
of spending the night here.

Governor Forced-To Hitch A Ride,
After Being Left

euietticheses.

Fadden central boating air coaditioning

"Thies are some who are going
to be drafted now who woukin'
t
have been Int year."

Coat perk chops eitIr a mixture of flour, salt and paprika.
BroWn chops well on both'sides
In butter or margarine. Arrange
in shallow casserole. Combine
undrained pineapple tidbits. orange sections, relish, soy sauce,
cornstarch and sugar; mix and
pour over chops. Cover with
foil, and crimp securely Wedge
of casserole. Bake in meditate I
oven (350 degrees) until meat
is fork-tender, 1 to 114 hours.
Serve plain or with hot seasoned
rice, as desired. Yield: 6 servings.
Cheese Barbecued Perk
(Prom "Proof lithe Podding")
2 pounds pork chops, cut 14Inch thick with the ribs and fat
on (pork shoulder or butt may
be used, cut in strips about 1%
Inches Wide and 4 to 6 inches
long.)
1% tablespoons salt
2 tablespoons sugar
4 tablespoons soy sauce
2 cloves garlic, crushed
1 tablespoon rice wine, or 2
tablespoons sherry
2 tablespoons Chinese vegetable sauce (apple or pineapple sauce may be substituted)
Sprinkle or rub pork with
'salt and sugar, and let stand
2 hours or more. Dry with clean
towel. M I x soy sauce, garlic
wine and vegetable or fruit
sauce thoroughly. Soak pork
(as prepared above) in this
mixture about 30 minutes. Re-

FREE FURNACE INSPEC71011
BY TRAINED HEATING EXPERTS
FURNACE SERVICE, REPAIRS
GAS, OIL, COAL
Free estimate on cost of installing a new Lennox
Gee
Furnace, Air Conditioner, All Electric Heat-Pump-Electr
ic
Furnaces.
CALL COLLECT

move yeat,II
kW1v V
relit hi
wan fee it
abates. Laver hest Win aw
pees and roast II milsales is
a rack. Turn off M411, lit some
of the beat out, ad keep pork
In oven until rutvi
tseisa
sorrs.
Pork with
And Tesaises
1 pound broccoli, diced and
cooked in boiling salted water
until almost tender.
In a pre-heated, heavy IB
inch frying pea place 2 tablespoons oil or fat, 1 teaspoon salt
and a dash of pepper.
Cut 1 pound lean pork Into
one-third inch cubes and add to
mixture in frying pan.
Finely dice and add to inhe
ture 2 tablespoons onion and f
clove garlic.
Cook over moderate flame until the pork is brown, starring
constantly.
Add 1 cup chicken bouillon.
Cover pan tightly mid cook over
a low flame for
minutes.
Add cooked broccoli.
Cut into four pieces each and
add 4 small tomatores.
Cook over a low flame for
I minute.
Blend together and add le
above 2 tablespoons cornstarch,
2 teaspoons soy sauce, lb cup
water.
Cook a feet more minute,
stirring constantly, until t h 0
juice thickens and the mixture
is very hot. Serve immediate.
ly with hot, boiled rice.
Roast Spareribs
(Cheese)
In a large mixing bowl place
2 tablespoons sugar. 1 teaspoon
salt, 3 tablespoons honey, 2 tablespoons soy sauce. 1 cup
chicken bouillon. Mix well.
Add 3 pounds spareribs. Seek
spareribs for % hour, turning
occasionally

hlrri
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My dear. If you are nookhag =Kum and enjoying it
Isis you need a new cigarette as with lighter 14
match from
THE PARK TERRACE
GIFT AND ANTIQUE
SHOP

•

Yee will lust love me of those
matching sets in all the new deer
rater eiders as well as 111111111411g
gold,freely white end bask bleach.
We oho have compacts, pill boxes and oN
Mrs of
Nide girdles Is match.
And girls. . . denl forget us when yen need
something dIfferes for a Whir
wive- We be
,
*
Se.11.0..0 many elite things, yes must rine
by and
ass vs. We will do them up in pretty
Abbe, and
paper with our own add seal. Well be
baking ter
you. Open daily 74.

SIFT, ANTIQ
P•011 falF2S41 UE

SMALLMAN SHEET METAL
FULTON,
PHONE 472.1912
The Viking.
Closed-seam moccasin _
blucher with black California welt in
moccasin and eyestay seams. Black
French binding on topline.
Flexi-Brogue construction. Stout.
edge welt. Heavy single leather sole,
rubber heel. Kentwood last.
Sizes:B8Y2/13, C7)4/13, D654/13,
E74/11

Ray's
SANDWICH

$111.99

BAY'S.

FAMILY SHOE ST

SHOP
South Fulton

lowly

PIT BAR B OUR
)‘
Custom Berbequing
at all times
BIG HAMBURGERS
THICK SHAKES
FISH SANDWICHES Reoed
coffee, tool

triliedaif
retain their loveliness when
professionally dryeleaned with our exclusive

MIRACLE FINISH
Every sweater will tocsin its original
luxurious softness and spin have that
"like-new" quality you love.
If you want your sweater to have that
"look of newness" again, you must try

Featured Entertainers

Thurs. ... The X's
Sat. ... Murray Combo

OR-Avtiaeue
:••••:•:

LAUNDRY AND CLEANERS. INC.
.44P.
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With $5.00 Pu
Or More
Ateluding
Mik & Tobb.

Gulf

Brisket lb. lk
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RIBS Sheri
lb. 29c
Baby B.
LIVER Tender lb. 5k
Skinless 124.9Z
iOuni.011A . . lb. 35c

Plain & Idiontsed

'dila

SALT
26oz. box Ilk
CATS
jarkit
rUP - 14oz.bolt. $1.00

With $5.00 Purchase
Excluding Milk & Tab.
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Highway Dept.
To Accept Bids
On Road Work
The Department Cl Highways of the state of Tennessee, has given a pi elimbiary
melee at its litsntlons to receive bids en two highway
in
projects
construction
Weakny County which will
cost an estimated 2645,000.
The department listed the
projects as:
The grating, drainage,
surfacing wai crashed stole
or gravel or dial and Mandamus Ille*Brbls Want
mix), contraction of sidewalks, curb and gutter on a
short section, wad widening Cl
onS existing concrete deck
girder bridge on a section of
Mate Rode 22, beginning at a
paid 0.01 miles west Cl the
western city limits of Martin
mid extending to State Route
43 in Martin.
The grading, drainage,
surfacing with crushed stone
or gravel or chert, the tnetalMon of highway signs, and the
contraction Cl one bridge
(pro-east, pre-stressed concrete I-beam) on a section Cl
secondary route 8236 beginat 8-11015 three miles
Cl Dresden sad extending to the are Mate Route 22
one mile north Cl Gleason.
The thielartImat estimated
that the first project would
cost $413,000, would cover
1.106 miles and should be
completed in 150 working
days.
The second project is estimated to cost armed 2232,000,
involve some 5.016 miles Cl
kligInvay sod be completed in
150 working days as well.
The bids will be received
at Nashville on October 29.

TIRES- Buy one tire at suggested list price and get the second
tire at HALF PRICE, plus tax and
•
tire. See Ken at CB&O,
Sled Street. Free ice scraper.

2.1*
Agee.

COMMERCIAL PHOTOGRAPHY
for promotions, advertising and
special events. A.DELLE. Union
City, phone 885-1570.

WORK FOR YOU

108 PRINTING - Sales books,
rubber stamps. Come to the News
Wee, NO Commercial Avenue.
FOR SALE - 1982 Falcon station
rift.

1PW
I

IF you LOST your wallet, watch
or specs'-FIND IT with our clauitied ads. Come to 200 Commercial
Avenue.
MAKE MONEY for Christmas by
selling attic items and used clothing through our want ads. Only Sc
a word!

=

PET placement service Is now
available! Advertise to buy or sell
your pets in our classifieds.
*NW'

;71
1
.
- 11100
"

toy and gift stocks at WESTERN AUTO in Fulton are now out
on display, and they are complete!
Come in TODAY and make your 96,1ections and we will lay them away
till Christmas eve for you. If you
wait till the last minute, a lot of the
most popular numbers will be gone.
Smart shoppers choose early!

The

85 MARLIN RAMELER - V-6
With automatic shift, bucket seats,
reconsole, power steering and
brakes, fully equipped. List price
$31161.76, our price 62875.00. Mae
479-ZVI.

bring or mail yours in nowl Rates are 5c a word
with a 50c minimum,cash with order. Deadline is
noon on Mondays.
FULTON NEWS SHOPPER
Fulton
Commercial Ave.

•
4100.
.

Yule Parade
Date Chosen,
Bands Sought

Frigid Uses For
A Special Steel
One of the most successful
market growths among new steel
mill products in the United
States is currently being enjoyed
by • special 9 per cent nickel
steel for super-cold applications.
Although it was introduced for
cryogenic applications only five
years ago, when leas than a million pounds were produced, this
year's production is expected to
ceased 2tmillion pounds.
In the

A conalthee of Union Cu/
smeeting with members
of ths linios City Retell Mordents Am. ham solieded
71varsday, Dec. 2, for the 1955
Union City Christmas Parade.
Howard Darns, drabs=of
this year's emelt, said committee members now are
=
a
lisa* Mal OM as mam
opal' be in the told within the

NLel Company, 9 per cent
nickel steel, unlike ordinary
steels, doss not become brittle
and will not fracture at extremely low temperatures. It is
used, primarily, for equipment
to store, transport, and handle
liquid gases at cryogenic temperatures as low as —820°F.
One of the most dramatic uses
for 9 per cent nickel steel has
been in equipment to transport
natural gas to Europe. A special
ship, the Jules Verne, has been
launched to haul annually more
than 15 billion cubic feet of
liquid methane between Algeria
and France. The natural gas is
liquefied and reduced in volume
by 680 times through cooling to
—2159•F

Alloys In Tractors

From Hellaris To Pares
The 10-heller piece of Austria.
the eight-annas piece of Burma,
the 10-matonas piece of Ethiopia, the 25-naya-paisa piece of
India, and the 20-paras piece of
Montenegro are all coins which
have been struck of pure nickel.

and drill
111DIC
lisam also will be featured awls
Ids year, Mr. Duras maid.
Dr. Charles Dsciaburg bas
been named chairman atthefloat
ememMiss.
.,. ANNA Aron ao-ohatneen
la work with Mr. Deus Imre
&May Fowler lad J. T.
Vaighan.
Mr. Darns mid slather
imestlerg with local merchants
be held laths near fibre
,a ba0P9 and a
to &Mile 1100
list at primes and trophies to be
awarded to parade views.
Canadian Output
Output of the metal nickel by
mines in Canada was valued at a
record $582 million in 1964.

A modern farm tractor incorporates more than 50 separate

parts which are made from
nickel-containing alloys. These
include gears, shafts, bearings,
structural members and engine
components.

IF YOU LET
US DO
YOUR

SHIRTS
BEAUTIFULLY
FINISHED

azsuuti ( 2
HAPPY DAY CLEANERS

THURS.OCT.14 Aro*SAT.OCT.23
SAVE
11010111AY SAYS:

p.11 ASPIRIN

2,,70c
HI

R

BUFFERED ASPIRIN

giIRCETT, 11 -PIMA PINNY

21.99c

KLENZO AtIlWasm
Piet. Mow Thr

2PicY f1950r•

2.110€

ELEC.:1,21X

HEAT PAD

REXALL

RI XALI

PANOVITE
VITAMINS

POLYNIULSION

A

gee NMMINILVE mewl, Tiolemnsil Lena
as AMOK DPI awn,weistwest *As
Ms 111111111 Trecton. we, a

IlsrliliaLVE

2for

IS

OIL -.2 for 211

ZforAS
Is.Triills-asibistie sisbiest. 44 .1. 2for is

2for .31
Ma WE IMMO emu r is yea
41Is Mall MIS Ism& Vlbib"MA l'e0b." sees 2for al

ki

C.” D
CASA NO

HAND LOTION

lanolin-ridt. Fragrant
es...IOW is. 2filf 994
CARA NOW MIMS

la WO MAU 4-et ler
6111131 )4441. irs
1.111
.
LM MIT MOM twee.
LID MUMS, MAN New.iw._..

2for 1.111
2for 1.51
2tertjl
2for 2.51
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on behalf of the city by Mrs.
Bill Voorhies. Mr. Voorhies,
Major Jack ibiggas, ad Camclime Jerry JO* were also
preempt et the pragmatics.
//Members of GrsflsWs
MR royalty rode the float sad
gave their own touch of boggy
to pi scene. They included
Qualm Martha Ann Males,
Deborah Browning, first tnaid;
Doris Bethel, awed maid;
Patricia Prima, first alternate;
and Bee Browning, second alternate.

tireenfield Float Wins Top
Award At Banana Festival
Oise of the eueeteleding awards at the third annual Ibbersational

Boum Fostis*Wed to the city of Gresalleid last week abet
Its float won first place in the non-prcdessional float division.
The award by the biessifful Greenfield float was woo at the
climactic parade ebtapellties as the Festival reached its climax
with a huge parade which drew
District ConCoogressioaal
.
awasuids st spectators to witA. Everett,
Robert
gressman
nese the pm okezia.
attendees fkitsreay.
Maw baba the GreenThe Oremdleld float had as
field estry mod a large numCoinage Poundage
'11111 Old Mission,"
ber at sotries wereSou& Fulton • its
and
beautital
truly
and
a
the past 76 years more
During
PTA, which placed second, and
colorful picturization of a misthan 150 million pounds of nickel
Flicking. Chamber of Comsion. A cash award ot $200
have been used for coinage
merce, which was third.
throughout the world.
Several
oiho Weskley , was peel/sated the city by Festival officials sod was accepted
County entries dim raked high
in group ind istdMdual events
of the Festival. TM Martin
High Sokol Bead, watch had
led the parole at thetOreenfield
Community Fair aboutaim days
earlier, placed second In the
Class B bead divides. Jimmy
Barris al Martin was chosen
U the mistaiding drum major
CM'n all contestants. Is the
contest to select the hternatimbal Banana Princess, a Martin girl, Cynthia Gay Vincent,
We have about 25 on hand and we trade daily
was one of the five finalists.
The Festival during itsthree
W.also buy used can. Come see us, we appreciate
days of activities drew crowds
your bullinelnk
that totalled some 50,000 persettselle, Wording to
asolos. Numerousdipillaries of
Kenteghp, Temmessee, and Cen(Next to Melrose Chemical Co.)
tral America coed:ries were
(premed at me or more of the
Broadway St. S. Fulton
Phone 479-2581
events *with Teenessee's 8th

USEDetIM
WORTH THE MONEY!

IRAND PRIZE V/IIINER - Perbspe the greatest honor in
he third email laternatimal Banana Festival A Fulton

was won by the city of Greenfield wheu its float, "The Old
Iglesias", was voted the most outstanding entry in the huge
son-professional float competition. A $200 cash award was
4.

USED
CAR
B
UYS
(.4 FORD XL-390, 4-speed; red

64
64
U

63
63
64
62

and white
FORD 2 door hardtop-390
Interceptor
FORD custom 500 4-door,
V-8 straight shift
MUSTANG V-11 Hardtop
FORD Econoline camper,
fully equipped
CHEVROLET Belair sedan,
6-cyI; standard
FORD Falcon future Sprint
V-8
FA I RLANE SOO V.1, straight
shift

• FAIRLANE 500,Cent,"
•

a
62
61
50

A
61
O
511
60

MSC Awards
Contrad For
Bob White Hall
Cantrell) totaling $1,308,383
have been worded for constrnotion of lobe new men's dorndtory, Bob White Hall, at Murray State College. The building
being waned for the bate Bah
White of Fulton, a member of,
the Murray College Board of
Trustees.
The bid for general construction was awarded, to
BlairWright Construction Co., Memphis, at the cost of $1,068,000.
Six bids were opened an
this
phase by the State Finance Department in Frankfort.
The lowest bid — $100,406 —
on electrical equipment was submitted by Riley Electric Coj
Calvert City, D. B. Bostick and
Son, Hopkinswille, submitted
the lowest bid of $302.888 on
mechanical installations.
The contract calls for completion 330 dap after construction begins.
The nine-story dormitory, the
first in the new complex Oast
of 01100b4n Stadkon in an area

promoted the city for its iiretwplace flaish milk Mrs. BIB
Voorhies accepting in behalf of the city. The find eoaatittoa
'Noosed by thousands at visiting from numerous
states and foreign countries and brought aloft favorable
publicity to the city of Greenfield.

The only real cotton is 150
per cent cotton. Check the
label on every cotton item
you buy.

Only cotton has a natural
twist and elasticity which
gives it superior spinning
qualities.

WILSON MOTORS

•••••••

• WE SAVED! YOU SAV
BIG TRADES!
:
BUY NOW.

NOW AT

G &H
DISCOUNT
FURNITURE

straight shift
FORD Galaxie sedan; V4,
automatic
FORD Galaxie convertible
390, stick
*CHEVROLET sedan, 6-cyl;
powergticie
T-BIRD convertibly, full
power
FORD B-passenger wagon,
power
(4) FORD Galaxies
CHEVROLET convertible,
V-8; stick
CHEVROLET sedan, V-8;
stick; clean
FORD sedan, V4 automatic;
clean car
FORD station wagon
PONTIAC hardtop

59
S8
56 CADILLAC
O (2) PLYMOUTHS
—20 OLDER CARS —

VARDZif FOND BALE
wow HIghwey
langs.
TILEPHONE 014421

M*
al
LPA 450.0

meeting called for the superintendent to be appointed by a
board elected from specified
districts with overlapping terms.
The superintendent is now elected and the board appointed by
the governor.
The resolution will be presented to the assembly now considering a revised state constitution, the association said.
Donald Poyner, supervisor of
Graves County schools, was
named associatiou presidentelect.
Bradford Mutchler, Paducah
Tilghman High School principal,

$

cycle gives extra-dirty
clothes extra "scrubbing"• NORMAL gets
everyday things really clean • GENTLE
coaxes soil from delicates • 3 wash-rinse
water temps

• AM/FM Rags, 20

Watts Peak

• Solid Stab AFC

20.00

• Master-Remote Speaker Switches
• Plays Radio, Phone at Once
• Automatic 4-Spied Stereo PUN

7
7.
11114 110
1114
04:11Pt

• Input for TV or Tape Recorder
• Pf•Viti011 for External ad

4-CYCLE ELECTRIC DRYER
WITH SPECIAL CYCLE
FOR WASH
WEARS

DOUBLE FEATURE
PROGRAM!
THE SCREEN'S GREAT SCREAM AND Ffriir

LME 480

F-B-E-E
Delivery
F-B-E-E
Installation
F-B-E-E
1 - Year Service
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calcium vi

No
Down Payment

Aves. Fulton Ky.

among

Imelda

Pole
Lamps

• You can dry everything from lingerie to
workciothes just right every time • 3 heat
selections including AIR • Easy-to-clean
lint screen • Price includes,1-year service.

Carolinas,
see and ID
led furnisb
clean, WI
'Qum An
dale as we
Interprets
rederal P
white and
All but
esitoin a.

VfrL

$6.95 to $30.
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Jacobean

$

Friday and Saturday

t°9

$169.95
• Sound Control Cuter

Dial 472-1651 Open 11:101
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AL FN RADIO

• SUPER SOAK

is the present president-elect.
He becomes president Dec. 1,
succeeding Mrs. Shirty Williamson, Ballard County
Teacher.

JAMES DARREN- PAMELA T1FFM
lI
PAUL MOE

00

BUY BOTH WASHER AND DRYER
AND SUBTRACT ANOTHER
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Education Association to make
the office of *ate superintendent
of public instruction appointive.
A resolution adopted Friday
at the association's list annual

The SOU
the status

Maryland.

WITH SUPER
WASH FOR AN AUTOMATIC EXTRA "SCRUBBING"

MURRAY, Ky.
— The
Constitution Revision Assembly
will be asked by the 1st District

YOU HA E TO THINK YOUNG TO FEEL REAL SPRUNG,

9 LB. WASHERS
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111111DA,
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GREATEST 'BUYS EVER ON All-NEW

14 LB. CAPACITY AT LESS THAN MOST

A Distinct

eviduality
characterX

4th and Kentucky Avenues
Phone 472-1012
Fulton. Ky.

HUGE
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Payments To
Suit Your Budget

help your
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the feed'

East Staf

ME MUSEUM OF EARLY SOUTHERN DECORATIVE ARTS
A Distinctive Coll

Fulton, Xy.

On Tour
MINDA,as the Museum is
called by its inilocated in the Old
Salem historic area in Winston-Salem,N.C.It is owned
and operated by the nonprofit organisation Old Bolero, Inc. that MS preserved
and now earlits the Moravian Oalleiteato Town.
WEIDA omelets of fifteen
period rooms and tour galls:ties The rooms are reconstructed from Southern
homes NM Osto from 1090
to 1•10.

Cr

THE

Right over this old fine
you point, glaze, and
wipe for a beautiful
entiquis finish.

THE UMW CRAFTS OF A PIONEER
SOCIETY are reflected in the P000moke
Rom in the Museum of Early Southern
Decorative Arts. Reeenstrueted from a one
rosin and loft home that stood on the
seaters shore of Maryland, the room has
been motored to 17114-1725. Many of the

The latest room in the Museum is "Whitehall," a dramatic dining room reconstructed from a plantation
of the same name located
In the Cooper-Santee River
Valley of South Carolina.
Dated around 1816, this
beautiful room is furnished
primarily with very fine
Hepplewhite pieces.
Between these two rooms,
the culture of the South as
reflected In its decorative
arts unfolds to the visitor. It
Is interesting to note how,
during the same period,
furnishings varied so greatly. In the "Piedmont Room"
one sees a reconstructed
stone-end house standing in
1766 in eastern Guilford
County, N. C. The appeal of
this room is its folk art,
sometimes completely unorthodox but presenting an
excellent example of real
pioneer society. From this
same period one sees the
"Edenton Ball, Parlor and
Bedroom," reconstructed
from a home in Edenton,
N. C.Furnished in Chippen.41hott
ie refinement
marked contreat with the simple "Piedmont Room." The sophistication of Edenton rooms is
further contrasted with another setting. The "Edgecombe" dining room shows
the visitor a rather provincial interpretation of Chippendale designs.
MESDA has been called
the "Winterthur of the
South" Webb said. Certainly no other collection exists
that brings together the
architectural, decorative
and fine arts of the early
South with such depth and
scope. The serious student
of Southern culture, the designer, antiques buff or
average homemaker will
each find inspiration in the
Museum of Early Southern
Decorative Arts.
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minerais
tongue

84-In.
Length
REG.
5.98

$s

63-In. Reg. 4.98 . . $4
look of eleganc• in 58:
rayon, 42'4 acetate:.'•Rom•
Wing Scroll'• damask pattern
en choke of whirls, turquoi
se.
beige, gold or nutmeg.
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RAILROAD SALVAGE CO.
STREET
FUL
14AKE

HOSIERY

-0eahiet
COATSMI

69c 79c

Our 16.99 ... compare at $251

and 39c to 91Ic

Non's and
Young Most's

For girls and
seem•n.
bulk Orlon
in many
terns.

3.99 FLATS
44

Dashing casuals with fash.on-wis• good tooks
blocks, browns and cordos
in newest, smartest models
You'll wont several pairs
at a low .

TON, KENTUCKY

36-46

Reg.
Long

14"

• Zip-in POI Lima

Wide, wide choice of designs
and colors in fancy Natured knee
-hi boos.

• Superbly tailored wills
full con-away canvas
front fee shape retention

Park Avenue"ZtiTTyNYLONS

•

seamless dress sheers in favored Fell
shades . . . by famed maker, all peeled
.

........

2-Ply iritisisc•nt plaid
fabric in wonted dark
alive shades

GIRLS' REVERSIBLE

SLACKS

Ski Jackets

Terrific Buy!

Groat Value?'

2

s3
Tr i in•fitting pinwalecotton corduroy slacks
in regular Of WeStfrIn
style. Red, block, 7.14.

All sizes 3 thru 14 In
quilted nylon reversible lockets with attached
hood. Mame rd.'bias!

Heirloom Spread

EXCITING

NEW FASHIONS • INV
ITING LOW PRICES

10.98 Value(
by "BATES"

FINE FABRICS & FURS

Tremendous Array...
. Terrific Values!

S EATERS
• *reek Bleeds
711% owl ... MIS melee
• lel% lindoviesi
• 2-Ity Sitaload wash
ma Orlon acrylic

Full asid
-Pride of Shelbournit- pattern
reversible for
trice the roar, bleached whit., bullion
fringe.

Rocks and racks of Iii. newest, smartes
t
coots — fur-trimmed end untrimmed.
fell's newest colors:
•

blocks too. Styles
for *very occasion,
*ism for ell. Shop,

CARDIGANS
and PULLOVERS
Distinctive textures,
every new FU osier!
MEN'S
S-M4

compere . . soviet

LAY - AWAY
If You Wish!
B. Laminot•d cr•p• with
pile lining. Top fashion, top
value! Sizes II to I
in
blue or red. Only $20

C. Beautiful natural Toccoa+
shawl collar highlights this
wool hopsockins coat. Gold
or greets, sizes 2-8 and 3-9.
$30

MANY STYLES TO
CHOOSE FROM!

28,

Rare Savings Opportunity. . . Our regular
3.00 deluxe quality. . . Men's

DRESS SHIRTS

SPORT SHIRTS
• Smooth lustrous fabrics in choice of goodlooking patterns.

Single-needle tailor- • Full cut or tapered
ing as in higher models. Ivy or regupriced shirts.
lar collars.
Th• look, fool
and

LI TERINE
14 Oz. .

East Stale Line

This and other quality Old Sout
h Paint
Products Available At...

Knee - Hi

Zs!

fit

Nov•Iti•s
and classics,

of

luxury quality

on intm•nto

shirts!

ANTISEPTIC

ifClotts.(7fid Solis

$3.99.

GIRLS' CORDUROY

HAIR
SPRAY

the loodlot.

e

TEXTURED

Guaranteed against
fading for 2 years!

Complete
Kit Only

iaina
tiqU

I

READY to HANG DRAPES

Assorted colorfast cotton prints °vettin
g
instruction shire. included. 49c value

Mineral deficiencies cost you money. A Swift mineral program
enables you to choose just the right level of phosphorus and
calcium while supplying nine other essential ingredients. You
help your animals give you more in returns
by improving their gain per pound of feed.
Get the right mineral recommendation from
us—whether your stock is on range or in

THE NATURAL GRAIN of
wood is beautifully enhanced by the highly distressed finish on this totana
(high door chest) from the
"Nikko" Collection. The
medium tone shown here
and two other unique finishes available on the group
are harmoniously interesting when mixed, elegantly
impressive when snatched.4*
vie
et Co.

Luxurious rayon and acetate ... Richly textured 1

1/
1
2-LBS. QUILT PATCHES

to

meetc the

furnishings in this room were Interpretations of William and Mary design. Several
features of the room are quite unusual,
among them, a blue and red paint treatment which follows the original colors and
pattern.
#47

\ ••

Swift mineral programs
are formulated for
your feeding needs

••

Age TOUCH/

Antique your
old furniture
with the
magic touch
that will make
It desirable
end velueblel

Maryland, Virginia, the
Carolinas, Georgia, Tennessee and Kentucky. The period furnishings include Jacobean, William and Mary,
'Queen Anne and Chippenm well as the American
Interpretations during the
Federal Period of HowieWhite and Sheraton.
All but one of the rooms
contain all or much of the
original woodwork, floors,
paneling and ceiling from
the houses represented. The
rooms are the same else and
dimension of the original
roam
Accessory items throughout MESDA were selected to
duplicate those thing; used
In the South during the
periods represented in the
Museum. Their selection
was based on the study of
early documents lad reports of archeological findGreek Art Piece Now
• ings, and include pottery
she porcelain from England,
In State Department
Germany and the Orient,
WASHINGTON
A rebrass and ironware from
production of a masterpiece of
England and Holland.
ancient Greek art a life-size
statue, is now standing in the
The first and earliest
diplomatic lobby of the State
room in IOWA Is'"Criss
Department
Cross Hall," dated 1690 and
The statue, a gtft from
copies a home by the same
Greece, portrays Melpomene,
mune in New Kent County, the muse of music and traged
y.
Virginia. Furnished to the
The original was found in PiJacobean period, the room
raeus in 1968 and is from the 4th
includes a rare 1660 court
century B.C. The reproduction
cupboard of that period. Is in bronze.

than

Page 5
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ection of
Antiquiliessand Arts
Produced. In the lady South
The South enjoys the
the status of being the
"furniture capital" of the
world, notes James Webb,
Jr., Director of the Rome
Furnishings Industry Committee. Yet, until recently
the works of early Southern
craftsmen were relatively
obscure, known only to the
collector or serious student
of Southern culture.
The m.ission of the Museum of Early Southern
Decorative Arts is to bring
to light those arts and antiquities produced in the
South from 1690 to 1120.
The early South, because
of its predominantly war:.
Ian economy, did not create
furniture and decorative
arts that formed a "school
of design" such as those in
New York and Pitt'Adolph's..
With the notable exceptions
of Charles Town (Charleston) in the pre-revolutionary period and of the Baltimore-Annapolis area starting in the Federal period,
there were few real centers
of commerce where craftsmen could communicate
their thoughts and designs
to one another. Thus, an individuality of expression is
characteristic of much of
the work of the early Southern craftsmen, an individuality that met them apart
frcen their northern counter-parts.

October 14, 1965

DHSS Skirts
well-fob

FOR

voriotyl

tesenne et 1440 weer Ors seedMenet dein. le ete eibeelehle
sweater liee-sse to mem a beret

Men's Quilted Nylon Jacket
insulated with Woo acrylic tor wenn*
.$
lightweight and head washable. Wills
zip front, knit collar, tuffs. 144-1.XL

THERMAL Underwear
six.: for Men and Boys
Short sleeve pullover shirts, ankle)
length drawers. Warmth witheet weight.
Ownsent

INSULATED
MEN'S 9-In. BOOTS
fal gram WA. .. Claim Mete
Heavy insulation
hoops cold
worm* hi.

CHRISTMAS SHOPPING?
USE OUR LAY-AWAY

SPORT Skirts

14' 2 to 161/2

* CHARGE IT OR USE OUR EASY-PAY LAYAWAY *

1

Boys 8/
1
2- 13 .. Glove Tanned
Leather HI-Tops

•\

• BIGGEST VALUES • BEST SELECTIONS • EASY TER
MS • GUARANTEED SATISFACTION...
ALWAYS!

•••••

Fulton, Ky.
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SCHOOL

HELP DEVELOt'
GOOD EATING
HABITS
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Interior Rat Wall Paint
$1.45
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FISH

fresh Caught Fish
Hush Puppkvs, Slaw,
Tarter &wee

French Piles

Ian

Regularly $1.75

EN]

Gallon

chai
den,
tem

$4.95

Regularly $5.95

WI

new look. Big
Now's the time to give your rooms an exciting
Use Ac-cent
paint.
savings on top-quality acrylic latex water-base
only one Mu:. No
for beautiful multi,last and easy. Dries in
up.'Many eyeunpleasant paint odor. Soap and water cleannow.
y
24—bu
pleasing decorator colors. Sale ends Oct.

given
FREE 9 x 12 polyethylene drop cloth
with gallon or more purchase

SOUTHERN STATES

5 to 12 p. m.
All pu UM eat $1.00
oft.en 75c \
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FULTON CO-OP
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Romantic and Enduring
This handsome group of
bedroom furniture, "Adventure" from Broyhill's Lenoir
House and made of Appalachian Oak, as shown in
this very inviting stetting,
comes in a rich antique oak
finish in a dark reddish
brown (with grey wax applied after finishing to fill
the grain and enhance the
.antigued appearance). The

BAR -B-a
PORK
and
MUTTON
OM WORE
=CORY LOG

$111.95
Innersprin
Ibiress
and
Box Springs

7

hancU.e

{TrAit
'MO
A

• Grassi
• 11A4/184
• Let Ui

Lenoir House, Div. of Broyhill Turn. Factories.
typical use of the Spanish
mouldings and the very
solidarity of this great wood
are enough to satiety most
masculine tastes; whereas
the masterful use of the
arabesque panels contributes a romantic note completely appealing to the
feminine spirit.

In

The apricot gold carpeting and paler apricot walls
fade into off-white ceiling
and cast a soft radiance over
the rich dark wood tone in
various lights. The bedspread is made very simple
of a quilted type fabric in
the same warm shade of
apricot-gold as the wall to
wall carpeting. The hangings behind the bed are 111
the colors of the walls and
the floor covering, thus
breaking their long expanse
with this change of tone.

ffcriØp.i

HEATERS

$134.50 to S149.95

70.000 BTU With Blower and
Automatic Thermostat

Puckett Service Station

4TH AND LAKE STS
PHONE 472-17”

OPEN 24
HOURS A DAMN&

taltibt

likgriait

Att"

EXCHANGE
FURNITURE CO.

AO.

cance of the week is
just as important to
rural people as urban
folks. He told us that
more than 22 million
workers are now engaged in agri-business
with only 6 million or
so actually engaged in
production. He also
told us that farmers
are one of the largerit
users of autos, and
agri-busines4 ie the
largest user of the
Nation's transpnrtation facilities.
* * * *
Our Division of

Weights and Measures
will host the annual
conference of the
Southern Weights and
Measures Aliso ci a tionin Louisville,
October 18-21, at the
Brown Hotel. Most of
the sessions wi,11 be
open to the public and
business people, in
particular, might find
many of the reports
and discussions
both timely and
informative.
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Cotton is cool because it absorbs moisture, then transmits it through fabric to air.

EAT MORE LAMB the Bluegrass State Sheep Association urges all Kentuckians. Governor Edward T. Breathitt accepts a leg of lamb from Hampton Menton,
chairman of the Bt3SA's lamb promotion committee. Watching is Henry BeauCommittee on Agriculden, chairman of the sheep committee of the Governor's
October.
during
lamb
promoting
are
groups
two
ture. The
Saturday.
Both these events,
t h e Banana Festival
at Fulton, and the
Apple Festival in
Johnson County, had
a point i n common.
That is, the fact that
they-we're held to promote a local industry.
by
These two events fit
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well
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Ky. Dept. of Agriculture
for
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agriculture and industry today. We, of
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industrie
annual
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Too,
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their efforts.
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variou
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month.
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not grown in the Raton
of
this
The
success
sale
on
pastries
area, some 90 per
vital
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n
promotio
he
city.
throughout t
cent of all b a n a n a
not only to the rural
Truly, "apples were
shipments coming to
farm people, but
or
king" in Paintsville
the United States are
the
to
processing and
throughout the day
-handled by market
manufacturing firms
as well. Because of
this, the State FarmCity Committee is
working hand-in-hand
with the project.
An activitk of the
State Fair was the
kick-off meeting for
Farm-City Week observance. Although
the week of November
19-25 has been designated a• Farm-City
Week, organization
and planning for the
event always occurs
during the State Fair.
This year the some
150 city and farm
leaders who participated heard national
Farm-City Week
chairman, Kenneth FL
Anderson of Chicago.
Anderson reminded
us that the si

JAWS T. (Pee Wee) IIANNEY
P.O. Box 201, Fulton. Hy.
TeleDhone 472-1956

Ends wisfts-stroking
it won't streak down ...that's
what module It purism for homes
with while printed areas above
masonry, brick or color.

Longsr-Isstieg beauty
it's speoisily tormuleted to
Provide a brilliant sell cleaning
bus whits. Only the finest
piwnents. oft and raw meterials
are used to provide you this
highest quality paint. This while
should not be dried.
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:

• no purchase
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regular 980

Good only until
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6 oz. Spray Can
SURFACE ENAME
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149.95
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724111.
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Don't Forget Your Quilt/ ramp Coupons...
Good For 300
FREE
QUALITY
STAMPS.

CREME rzrn 3 FRUIT
PIES 79; PIES

MOR

CE
APPLE, COC
OZ
E RR Y
TRIL
HN
PIUF
ON
O

FOR

3

FOR

79s

Like SUPER SPECIALS? Sure you doanditehave plenty of'em but
you can't serve 21 delicious meals a week on specials alone (aot
even ours). You need LOW PRICES "a shopplegilst long" to enjoy FULL COURSE SAVINGS every meal. Utilises what you get at
E. W. JAMES & SO N because we make EVERY price a LOW one
We do it by keeping our awn costs down and passing the economies
on to YOU! So come shop our STORE-WIDE LOW PRICES and
see how they'll cover your entire table with SAVINGS — 3 meals a
day, 7-days a week!
_

SLICED

PI

BACON

z
r
REt4E0AL
t
tF
REE FOO
BABY.

LB.

ROMDI KITCHEN1

•3

VALLEY

LB

6 TO

LB.

AVERAGE

LB

FRESH MEATY

S
EN
HI
,GIIIADE A
MEDIUM

La

80Z.

;

La

8 OZ.

Soup Bones 11. 29'Short Ribs 39c

rR

REGULAR SIZE
I)"

AEROWAX

1/2 GALLON

303 SIZE CAN

160Z.

39c
28c
$1.49
$1.00
39(
$1.00
49(
$1.29
$1.00
$1.00 POT PIES

LB.

wAstiviG

KELY'S

EF

8 OZ.

6 BIG DAYS TO DO
YOUR SHOPPING.

RAW PEANUTS
POWDER
WAX
5
ACHES
UNCHEON MEAT
HOT TAMALES 4
TATO CHIPS
oRGHum
.PLALEY 3
E MILK 3

aiBER

FOR

S 12 OZ. CAN

ONLY

V,A141 CAMP 300 srzE 151/2 OZ.

CANS

RED
POTATOES

VCROP

PURE CANJ2 G

FT 18 OZ, JAR

FOR

LoNs
1/2

GAL

KRAFT VELVEETA

EESE

10 LBS.

$

Any Adult May Come By For FREE Tickets.

4

SPECKLED BUTTER BEANS 10 oz.
CUT GREEN BEANS 90x.
WHOLE OKRA io oz.
10 Oz.
GREEN PEAS
SPINACH (Leaf or Chopped) 10 Oz.
TURNIP GREENS 10 oz.

BOXES
FOR

(
2....s89
OKIES
ELLED PECANS 1a3. 99c
Jumbo Cremes
Fudge Cremes
Pinwheel

KERNEL

p,

6Bib DAYS TO DO
YOUR SHOPPING.

73'
CREMERY BUTTER
se- 49'
COTTAGE jLL3rpaLETZ
AMERICAN CHEESE'"V::. 49c
10c
TOKAY GRAPES'
4 as. 29'
EATING APPLES
5c
CUMBERS
11

MAPLE LEAF

EACH

LARGE F"

FRESH FIRM
HEADS

L..5(

FRESH TURNIPS
Lb. B" 99d

1100 ONIONS
$

PKGS.
FOR

I
U. S. NO5
YELLOW

FROZEN BREADED

2LB. BAG

LB.

3 99( Fantail SHRIMP 8pg: 59(
F°11

WHY PAY Ms 'E WHEN YOU CAN BUY FOR LESS

41110111...

HI-VALUE
SOLID

CABBAGE

FROZEN BOOTH

5 1cfc FISH STEAKS 2
For

$

$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$

OUR AD IS GOOD FOR 6 BIG DAYS
1
79

$
$
$
$

if

WHITE -- YELLOW
DEVILS FOOD

FROZEN MORTON'S Chicken, Turkey or Beef

POTATOES

LB.

Each Time You Visit Our Store You Will Receive
$ (Without Obligations) A FREE TICKET ... Drop
t It In The Box ... Drawing Will Be Held Each
Winning Number Will Be
t Saturday At 6P..M.
Posted In The Store (Must Be Claimed By Tues.

SWANSDOWN

FROZEN FRENCH FRIED

A.
BOX

$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$MS
4 We're Giving
;
P$
$ Money Away Mt $

$
You May Win
This Week's
$
"
$300
$$ Bonus Of
$

With An Additional $5.00 Purchase,
Excluding Tobacco & Milk Products.

WONDER TWIN PACK

La 19c

La

DOZEN

RIB
STEAK
69B.
OLEO
6LB"I"

L. $1.29
59( iiiiiAiREN
HOMEiA
69( ALL MEAT FRANKS 49c
POUND CAKE
29(
VEGETABLE SALAD 39( FAT BACK PORK
ICEBOX CHEESECHEESE CAKE 79( NECK BONES
19(
39( FRESH PIG FEET
FRUIT KILO
45( Iii'ffiiiifir=m)KR.
HAM SALAD
A 79c!
39( SIRLOIN STEAK
794
PIMENTO SALAD
T.Bone Steak 6-99C Brisket Beef a.29c
TUNA FISH SALAD

CELERY
FRESH COCONUTS
FRESH
TURNIP GREENS
FRESH CRISP

STALK

EACH

LB.

FRESH

•

01111m**
7 ..71170111MiliW,
7- .
.

&1

iski0

LB

10t
15(
33(
15(

al I

REELFOOT

